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BANDVORMEN IN DE VIBRATIESPEKTROSKOPIE

(drs. F.G. Dijkman)

78-4720-vs Vibratiespektroskopie is een analytische techniek die gebruik maakt van de tril-
7-9-1978 liegen die molekulen, of delen daarvan, uitvoeren teneinde chemische stoffen te

kunnen identificeren. Ook is zij van veel nut bij het ophelderen van de mole-
kulaire struktuur van onbekende stoffen die bv. uit biologische monsters ver-
kregen zijn, of die voor het eerst gesynthetiseerd zijn.
Een absorptiespektrum (vibratiespektrum) van een stof verkregen met behulp
van infrarode straling (warmtestraling met een golflengte van tussen de 2 en
20 micrometer) vertoont nl. een aantal absorptiebanden bij die frequenties
waarmee delen van het molekuul trillen. Deze frequenties zijn specifiek voor
de aanwezigheid van bepaalde molekulaire brokstukken in het molekuul, zoals
bv. een methylgroep of benzeenkern.
Tot nu toe is in de analytische toepassing van de vibratiespektroskopie voor-
namelijk gebruik gemaakt van de frequentiewaarden waarbij de absorptie van de
infrarode straling maximaal is. De banden bezitten echter .ook een zekere
breedte waarvan de grootte aanzienlijk kan varieren.
Dit proefschrift geeft de resultaten weer van "een onderzoek dat bedoeld is
om de kracht van de vibratiespektroskopie als analytische techniek te ver-
groten, en wel door te bekijken of de breedte en de vorm van de absorptie-
band in het spektrum extra informatie over de molekulaire struktuur zouden
kunnen opleveren.
De oorzaak van de bandbreedte ligt voor een deel hierin, dat molekulen tijdens
het uitvoeren van trillingen tegelijkertijd ook nog enigszins roteren en deels
in de storingen die door de omringende molekulen in de stof worden veroorzaakt.
Voor een bepaalde klasse verbindingen kon experimenteel een verband worden
vastgesteld tussen de grootte van het molekuul en de breedte van dat deel vsn
de bandvorm dat door de rocatie wordt veroorzaakt.
Voorts werden voor een beperkt a,antal soorten vibraties berekeningen uitge-
voerd en metingen verricht, aan het tweede stuk van de bandbreedte veroorzaakt
door intermolekulaire incerakties.
De resultaten van dit onderzoek eeven weliswaar een beter inzicht in de aiecha-
nismen die aan de ba-cherbreding tin oorzaak liggen, maar blijken slechts van
beperkt nut te sijn v-por e e n analvtische toepassing.
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STELLINGEN

1. De wijze waarop de t h e o r i e van bandvormen in de v i b r a t i e s p e k -
t roskop ie zich heef t ontwikkeld, geeft s teun aan Kuhn's
t h e o r i e omtrent wetenschapsontwikkel ing.

T.S.Kuhn, The structure of scientific revolutions, (The University
of Chicago Press, Chicago, 111.), 1962.

2. Van Deursen laat na de term "eenduidige signifikante informa-
tie uit het spektrum" ondubbelzinnig te definieren. De infor-
matie die hij over geautomatiseerde terugzoekprocedures voor
infraroodspektra geeft, is dan ook niet signifikant.

F.W.van Deursen, "Computer, de sne l le zoeker", Chem- Weekblad, 74,

no.17 (1978) m291.

3. De wijze waarop Chou en Rapp hun experimentele resultaten in-
terpreteren om aan te tonen dat in CaF_ en ZrO /̂CaO gemengde
ionengeleiding voorkomt, is aan ernstige bedenkingen onder-
hevig.

S.F.Chou en R.A.Rapp, in Proceedings of the symposium on High Tempe-

rature Metal Halide Chemistry, (ed. D.L.Hildenbrand en D.D.Cubicciot-

t i , the Electrochemical Society, Princeton, N . J . ) , 1978, p.392.

4. De door Semenenko en Mironov afgeleide correcties voor niet—
ideaal gedrag van de compensator in een ellipsometer zijn
slechts een bijzonder geval binnen reeds eerder gepubliceerde
beschouwingen.

A.I.Semenenko en F.S.Mironov, Opt. Spectrosc. 42 (1977) 296.

R.A.A.Azzam en N.H.Bashara, J . Opt. Soc. Am. 61 (1971) 600, 773, 1236.

5. De aantallen geadsorbeerde molekulen per oppervlakte eenheid
die Hayashi en Kawasaki vermelden in hun artikel over de ad-
sorptie van CO op Ni-films, hebben weinig waarde.

N.Hayashi en K.Kawasaki, J . Catal . 48 (1977) 243.



6. De door Van Haverbeke et al. voorgestelde methode om infra-

roodintensiteiten te bepalen, biedt geen enkel voordeel boven

de veel eenvoudiger uit te voeren methode van numerieke inte-

gratie.

L.van Haverbeke, C.W.Brown en H.A.Herman, Appl. Spectrosc. 32 (1978) 90.

7. Het belangrijkste argument dat Salzer et a l . aanvoeren bij

hun verklaring van de asymmetrie in de OH absorptieband van

alifatische alcoholen in termen van conformaties, is zeer

aanvechtbaar.

R.Salzer, J.Fruwert en G.Franz, Z. Phys. Chem. (Leipzig) 259 (1978) 154.

8. Lindberg trekt niet de consequentie uit zijn juiste opmerkin-

gen wat betreft de praktische uitvoering van de dubbelstraals

spectrofotometrische titratie met coulometrische titrant gene-

ratie.

A.O.Lindberg, Anal. Chim. Acta 96 (1978) 319.

W.J. van Oort, p roefschr i f t , Utrecht , 1976.

W.Jongkind, G.H.B.Eelderink, H.B.Verbruggen, 'W.J.van Oort en B.Griepink,

Z. Anal. Chem. 286 (1977) 72, 76.

9. Het beschrijven van bureaucratische tendenzen in de huidige

maatschappij met de term "Kafkaïaans" is onjuist, en doet geen

recht aan de sterk individuele problematiek in het werk van

Kafka.

Stellingen behorende bij het proefschrift:

Bandshapes in vibrational spectroscopy.

F.G.Dijkman 13 september 1978
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CHAPTER I

GENERAL INTRODUCTION

Infrared and Raman spectra contain an enormous amount of information regard-

ing both the individual molecules within a sampler and the mutual interactions

among these molecules. Historically, the development and use of vibrational

(mainly infrared) spectroscopy as an analytical tool led to a focussing of at-

tention on normal mode frequencies, these being determined to a very large

extent by the single-particle intramolecular forcefield. Thus the spectrum was

interpreted mainly in terras of functional group vibrations, and of skeleton

vibrations.

With the compilation of extensive libraries of infrared spectra, and the de-

duction frora these of structure-frequency correlation tables (Colthup tables),

infrared spectroscopy has become a powerful method for identification and

structural elucidation of unknown compounds. In the past years this method has

been considerably refined and rationalized in our laboratory, by performing

very accurate measurements under standardized conditions . |l,2|, by developping

interpretive computerprograms for use in IR J 3 J and Raman |4| spectroscopy,

and by applying information theory f 51.

Interest in the shape of a vibrational absorption band first arose on one hand

from studies on intensities in liquids and solutions, and on the other hand

from the necessity of data reduction before storing complete vibrational spec-

tra on magnetic tape. For these purposes a closed mathematical function with

as few parameters as possible, which could giva an accurate description of

bandshapes, was needed |6|. As trial functions mostly the Lorentzian (or

Cauchy) and Gaussian bandshapes were used. Denoting the frequency by u, the

peakmaximum by w0, and the half-bandwidth (full width at half height) by 2b ,

these symmetric shapes are represented by :

Kw) =
b + (oi -"•„)

for the Lorentzian bandshape, and by

K M )

(u!-m ) In 2
c exp { ?— }

(U

(2)



for the Gaussian bandshape. In fig.I.I. these bandshapes arc- represented for

comparison.

20 X>

frequency (cm'1)

-20

Pig.I.l. LorentEian ( ) and Gaussian ( ) bandshapes with halfbandwidths

of 2b= 10 cm . The frequency is taken relative to the frequency of

maximum intensity ((o_).

However, usually these bandshapes did not fit the complete experimental band

very well. Therefore, starting from Lorentzian and Gaussian functions as basis-

functions, a variety of products, suras and convolutions of these were tried,

and more succesfully applied |6J. An alternative approach, describing the band

in terms of truncated band moments was developped by Jones and coworkers J6j.

Although any bandshape could thus be satisfactorily described in an empirical

sense, these methods lacked a theoretical basis, and thus an interpretive view

In our laboratory, interest in the nature of the vibrational bandshape arose

from the work on accurate frequency measurements carried out in order to expand

the analytical power of infrared spectroscopy. The different bandshapes which

were in practice encountered |1,2| naturally led to the question whether a

close scrutiny of these shapes might also provide information that could be of

help in identification or structure elucidation.

When the research reported in this thesis was started (1973) the theorptical

understanding of the factors which broaden vibrational transitions (and thus

are responsible for the vibrational bandshape), was still in an early stage of

development J7,8|. Since then, there has been much progress in this field, and



a rapid increase of publications on the subject |9,10|. The advent of readily

available laser sources, in both pulsed and continuous modes, has undoubtly

been of great importance in this regard. It seems that at present the theore-

tical basis is fairly well established, although a great deal of experimental

work still needs to be carried out in order to elucidate the relative contri-

butions of the manyfold of processes which are held responsible for the broad-

ening of vibrational transitions.

In Chapter II of this thesis a rather detailed account is given of the develop-

ment of modern bandshape theories since 1965. An important feature of these

theories is that they describe the bandshape I(u) through its Fourier transform

C(t) :

C(t) = ƒ I(u) exp(-io)t) du . (3)

Usually C(t), called the correlation function, which is a function of time,

decays monotonously in the course of a few picoseconds. As an example, the

transforms of the bandshapes presented in fig.I.I. , with widths of 10 cm ,

are depicted in f ig. 1.2. The correlation function corresponding to the Lorentz-

ian band is an exponentially decaying function, while the correlation function

corresponding to the Gaussian shape is again a Gaussian.

Fig.I.2. Correlation functions

for the Lorentzian ( )

and Gaussian ( ) bands

of fig.I.I.



In general, if the correlation functions decay fast, then the bandshapes are

broad, and vice versa.

Theoretically the correlation function reflects the time evolution of a number

of statistical irreversible relaxation processes, which »ay be devided into

reorientational (or rotational) and various purely vibrational processes.

In Chapter III an investigation into the relative contributions of these proces-

ses is described for a series of molecules in which gradually the length of one

molecular axis is increased.

Chapters IV to VI are devoted to the theoretical and experimental investigation

of the broadening brought'about by the effect of fluctuating interraolecular

potentials on the vibrational frequency. Chapter IV deals with the effect of an

interinolecular perturbative potential on anharmonic and Morse oscillators, and

presents the results of a computation on the broadening of the vibrational band

of some diatomic molecules in a rigid lattice type solvent. In Chapter V the

broadening of the OH-stretchlng vibration in a number of aliphatic alcohols is

considered, and in Chapter VI the vibrational bandshapes of the acetylenic C-H

stretching vibration and of the symmetric methyl stretching vibration are in-

vestigated. Chapter VII summarizes the results and the present state of the

theory, and discusses how these may or may not be applied in analytical practice.

Finally, as Appendix A a short article on the effect of instrumental distortion

on vibrational bandshapes and on depolarization ratios is included.
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CHAPTER II

THE DEVELOPMENT OF MODERN BAKrSHAPE THEORY

II.1. Introduction.

The interpretation of the bandshapes of infrared and Roman transitions in

liquids is a relatively new field, and dates essentially from the tine (around

1965) it was recognized that the local structure and dynamics of the liquid

state were of prime importance for a correct description of the bandshape.

Before that time the study of IR bandshapes in liquids and solutions had —

aside from the research aimed at a purely mathematical description referred to

in Chapter I — been mainly confined to the measurement and interpretation of

the frequency shift which the bandmaximum undergoes on the gas-liquid transition,

and only in some cases also the halfbandwidths were studied.

This led to two general types of theories j1|, of which the one described this

solvent effect by the interaction of one vibrating molecule within a solvent ca-

vity with the surrounding, isotropic liquid {characterized by such macroscopic

properties as the dielectric constant, the polarizability , the viscosity,etc),

while the other held the interaction of the oscillator with one solvent particle

or solvent functional group as responsible for the observed effects. In their

extremes, the one could fairly well account for the experiments carried out in

"inert" solvents such as carbontetrachloride, while the other appeared suited

for the description of hydrogen bonding phenomena. However, in studies involving

a range of solutes and solvents neither of these theories could satisfactorily

explain the observed shifts. Looking backwards from the present, this is not

surprising in view of the large number of effects which modern approaches and

techniques have revealed.

While these studies, mostly carried out by chemists, were concerned with the ef-

fect of the liquid on the (pure) vibrational transition frequency, physicists

studied the perturbation of rotational energy levels by foreign gases in systems

such as HCi/'Ar , CH /we , etc. [ 2 j.By increasing the pressure of the (foreign)

gas they noted the gradual transition from the low pressure vibration-rotation

spectra with their well-resolved very fine structure in P, Q and R branches, via

the pressure-broadened vib-rotational "enveloppes" to the typical liquid state
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band with one maximum. In these cases the vibrational transition frequency only

underwent a negligible change concomitantly.

Over the past ten years or so both lines of interest have gradually merged, and

together with the introduction of very fast experimental techniques such as

picosecond spectroscopy, this has led to an enormous increase in the number of

publications on the description of infrared and Raman bandshapes. The appearance

of many review articles bears witness to this 12—10 j.

Since 1965 much research on XR and Raman bandshapes has been inspired by the

important work done by R.G.Gordon |ll| and H.Shimizu |12J, who both published

in that year their groundwork-laying articles on the interpretation of spectral

bands in terms of their Fourier transforms.

As a note, it is interesting to know that both Gordon and
Shimizu held at that time a position in Harvard's chemistry
department; within the course of one month they submitted
their articles both to the Journal of Chemical Physics, with-
out each knowing that they had been working on the same pro-
blem, up till the time that Shimizu had made a first draft
of his paper! According to the number of citations, it has
been Gordon's work which has had the most influence, possibly
because of a much more lucid presentation.

These Fourier transforms, usually called correlation functions, reflect the

time-dependent statistically averaged response of matter to an applied electro-

magnetic field, and give a quantitative picture of the time-evolution of the

relevant irreversible relaxation processes connected to this response. General

features of this theory have been outlined by Kubo |l3,li|.

The correlation function for a first-order reorientational process may serve as

an example. The orientation of a molecule at time t' relative to its orientation

at t=0 may, after a very short time, in the course of which no collisions have

occurred, be obtained from the equations of motion which are determined by the

coordinates and their conjugate momenta at t=0 . However, at a time after which

the molecule has undergone several (adiabatic) collisions, these equations be-

come far too cumbersome to be solved. Clearly, the molecular orientation will

become more and more uncorrelated to its original orientation at t=0 as time

proceeds. The correlation function averages this change of orientation for a

complete ensemble of particles. From statistical arguments one may infer that

at very long times the correlation function will exhibit an exponential decay.

With this type of correlation function one is able to describe the response of

a sample to an applied electric field, such as in dielectric relaxation, or de-



polarized Rayleigh scattering. From the correlation function the spectral res-

ponse (the bandshape) may then be obtained by an inverse Fourier transformation.

II.2. Reorientational relaxation in vibrational spectra.

Gordon's theory |ll| is set up to describe the rotation (reorisntation, the two

terms are equivalent here, although the term reorientation reflects better the

diffusive behaviour in the liquid state) of small molecules such as CH and CO

in liquids or in the gasphase at extremely high pressures. Gordon notes that

the usual description of a complete vibration-rotation band is one (Schrõdinger

picture) of transitions between translational-rotational-vibrational levels.

This description becomes increasingly complicated, and finally impossible, when

due to pressure increase or condensation to the liquid state, the perturbation

of the isolated levels becomes very complex. This is certainly the case in the

liquid state, when all the details of the spectrum have vanished.

Then the Heisenberg picture of spectroscopy, which focusses attention on the

time-behaviour of the system is much more powerful, allows the separation of

effects after short and after much longer times, and is more easily understood

from a classical view.The transition of the Schrõdinger to the Heisenberg pic-

ture is made by first writing the vibrational infrared band as |11| :

p. <i|E-HV|f> S(!E -E.j (1)

where a) is the frequency relative to the frequency w_ of the pure vibrational

transition, and i and f are the initial and final translation-rotation states

with their energies E. and E , respectively, e is a unit vector along the elec-

tric vector of the incident radiation and Hv is the transition dipole moment

for the vibrational band v under consideration. The brackets here denote a

transition probability and the sum is over all initial and final states, with

p. being the Boltzmann factor for the initial state.

By representing the 6-function by its Fourier integral, and summing over all

states, eq.(1) can be written as

II«) = ƒ u(o) .u(t)

u(0)2
dt = ƒ -iwt cIR(t, dt (2)

Now, u(0) is the transition dipole moment vector at time t=0 , u(t) being the

same vector at time t, while here and in the following the brackets denote an

•C Ä



ensemble average, except where explicitly stated. C it) denotes the correl-

ation function pertinent to the infrared beird under consideration. In Gordon's

approximation the value of the transition dipole moment is constant over the

relaxation period (no vlbrational relaxation) and only its orientation changes.

The term within brackets then becomes a normalized vector product u(O).u(t)

which simply can be written as cos 6(t) when 8 is the angle over which vector

u has rotated. Then, the infrared correlation function becomes:

CIR ( t ) (3)< cos 8(t)> = < Pj^jtcos ect)) > .

In eq.(3) the correlation function is written as the average of a first-order

Legendre polynomial in cos 8(t), as in general it may be shown, that for in n-th

order process an n-th order Legendre polynomial will be applicable to describe

reorientational relaxation.

Applying the sane treatment to Raman spectra, using the polarizability tensor

instead of the dipole moment vector, one obtains in the limit of neglect of vib-

rational relaxation:

CRaman(t) Tr ß(O)ß(t) (4)

in which ß is the normalized part of the polarizability tensor, and Tr denotes

taking the trace of the tensor product 8(O)B(t). In general the Raman orientat-

ional correlation function is a function of second order in directional cosines,

which for example in the case of A, type vibrations of C, molecules, or for pa-

rallel vibrations of linear molecules can be reduced to

< 's(3 cos 8(t) -1) > = < P1=2(cos 6(t)) > (5)

In general an 1=2 correlation function will decay faster in time than an 1=1

correlation function. As a consequence the reorientationally broadened aniso-

tropic component of a Raman band will be broader than its infrared counterpart.

This may be compared to the occurrence of O and S branches in Raman spectra due

to allowed âJ=í2 transitions, whereas in IR spectroscopy only AJ=±1 transitions

are allowed (aside from the AJ=O transitions in the Q-branches) .

One aspect of the theory developped by Gordon is, that he showed that the n-th

derivative of a correlation function, evaluated at t=0 , corresponds to the n-th

band moment of the frequency distribution of the bandshape:

00

ƒ
M_ = ""„ — = (-i)" Î -T C(t)| . (6)

f Kw) dus
_!,-[£_ C (J

|dt" J t=0
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He showed in particular that at very short times the reorientational correl-

ation function was completely determined by its second derivative, this being

the second band moment, a property of purely kinetic origin, only dependent on

the temperature and the moment of inertia and not on the state (gas,liquid,sol-

ution) of the active molecules. For parallel vibrations it was found that J X X|

2 kT/I (infrared) , and M2 = 6 kT/I (Raman) (7)

I being the moment of inertia.

In the first few years after the publication of this theory (up to 1974) a con-

siderable amount of work has been done on interpreting 1R and Raman bands ac-

cording to this model |4,9,15-2l|, and on the pitfalls and corrections connect-

ed with the experimental technique of obtaining meaningful correlation functions

from experimental spectra 110,16,19,221. Gordon |201 and McClung j 21| have de-

velopped effective computational models for reorientational relaxation such as

the M-and J-type diffusion mudeis, which differ as to the adiabatic nature of

instantaneous collisions separating short periods of free rotation. These models

have been succesfully applied to a number of systems |4,9,2l|.

II.3. Vibrational relaxation.

The approximation made above in assuming vibrational relaxation to be very slow

is almost never justified in liquids of polyatomic molecules. This is already

apparent from the widths of IR bands in large,rigid molecules. The rotation of

these molecules is so slow, that in the absence of vibrational relaxation the

bands would be very narrow. The encountered widths of 10 cm or more indicate

the presence of rapid vibrational relaxation processes. The widths of the iso-

tropic (component of) Raman bands, also of the order of a few cm in the case

of small molecules, points to the presence of vibrational relaxation, too.

There are a number of different processes- giving rise to vibrational relaxation.

Here we choose to distinguish three kinds:

a. intermolecular vibrational relaxation, or resonance energy transfer.

b. population relaxation, or non-resonant energy transfer.

c. pure phase relaxation (dephasing), or inhoroogeneous broadening.

ad a. resonance energy transfer may occur • j22—241 (most efficient in pure liq-

uids) if an excited oscillator is capable of transferring its excitation

energy to an identical oscillator on an neighbouring molecule. Repulsive

intermolecular potentials |24| or transition dipole-transition dipole



terms j22,231 may serve as coupling Hamiltonians. Experimental]y this r.;ay

be studied by isotopic dilution techniques. When for example CH-C1 is

diluted in CD Cl, all properties of the liquid remain essentially constant

except the density of vibrational states in the vicinity of the excited

level. Excited states such as CH rocking vibrations (1265 cm ) cannot

anymore transfer their energy to a neighbouring molecule and the IR band

narrows from 7.2 cm" to 5.8 cm"1 |22| .

ad b. Oscillators from an excited state may return to the groundstate. This ma,,

occur by infrared emission (slow), or through non-resonant energy transfer

to other vibrational levels, or rotational-translational levels. Here,

anharmonic coupling terms between the various normal modes and/or internal

and external rotations provide the driving force for this process. Thus

the population of the excited level decreases towards the equilibrium

Boltzmann population. As a consequence the lifetime of the level is reduc-

ed, and thus the level will be (Heisenberg uncertainty) broadened. Experi-

mentally the measurement of this process has been made possible during

the past five years by the introduction of picosecond spectroscopy |5-8,

25-28| .making use of very short,very intense laser pulses. A number of

experiments have shown that C-H stretching vibrations may transfer their

energy to other C-H stretching modes, and to the nearby lying C-H bending

overtone levels |6,27| .

ad c. Pure dephasing occurs when the vibrational levels (both ground and excited

levels) are perturbed by weak interraolecular interactions, causing the

band to be broadened. These interactions are also responsible for the gas-

liquid frequency shift. In many cases this dephasing process has been

proven to be the dominant vibrational relaxation process [25,30|-

Experimentally the observation of this broadening process has been made

possible by the already mentioned picosecond spectroscopy technique, by

spontaneous Raman scattering, and in favourable cases by conventional IR

spectroscopy |30|.

Taking into account the presence of both vibrational and reorientational relax-

ation the correlation functions pertinent to IR and Raman spectroscopy may be

written as |32-34| :

C (t) = < u(0) q (0). u(t) q (t)

CRaman(t) = < Tr B(O) q (0) 8(t) q (t)>
(8)
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where the factors q (0) and q (t) represent the vibrational amplitude. Thus the
v v

product q Í0) q (t) gives the phase relation for an oscillator at times 0 and t-

A large part of the research on bandshapes now makes use of the assumption (32-

35| that vibrational and reorientational relaxation are statistically uncorrel-

ated. This allows the separation of the two processes :

C í t ) = < 5(o).u(t)> < qV(0) qV(t)> = C 1 '(

C„ (t) = < Tr 1(0) l(t)> < qV(0) qV(t)>

(t)

rot11"' vib1
(9)

where C (t) is the vibrational correlation function,
vib

In a number of cases this separation is clearly not justified. Van Koerkom and

de Bleyser |22,36| have pointed out that in cases in which vibrational relax-

ation can only occur after a certain reorientation has taken place ( until col-

lisions have occurred), a separation of both processes as in eq.(9) is incor-

rect.

Experimentally the polarization properties of Raman scattering provide in some

cases a unique possibility for this separation. The Raman tensor (5 consists of

an isotropic component, which is not influenced by rotations of the molecule,

and of an anisotropic component. However, only for totally symmetric vibrations

the isotropic component has a non-zero value. As the isotropic part of the Raman

tensor is rotationally invariant, a Fourier transform of the isotropic Raman

spectrum will yield the vibrational correlation function only |31-35| ,and thus

Cvib ( t ) =
-iü)t ,. , . _e I. (tu) du

ISO (10)

This isotropic component may be extracted from spontaneous Raman spectra fol-

lowing

* 4 / 3 IVH(<0) '
(11)

Here the subscripts V(ertical) and H(orizontal) denote the polarizations of

the incident laser beam and of the 90 scattered light, relative to the scatter-

ing plane.

Earlier also the so-called Rakov method has been used to separate vibrational

and rotational contributions |33,47|. In using this method it was assumed that

at the melting point the bandshape was only determined by vibrational relax-

ation, and that in the liquid the contribution of this process would remain

11
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constant: on raising the temperature. Rakov's method has been shown to be com-

pletely incorrect |31,4O|, both in theory and in practice.

In the past years a great number of studies have appeared | 3] ,35,-17-411 on the

IR and Raman spectra of (mainly small) molecules to establish the relative con-

tributions of reorientational and vibrationsl relaxation. Thus it was experi-

mentally verified that indeed the reorientational relaxation for oil bands in

the A symmetry class of a C^ molecule was identical.A study on the vibrational

and reorientational contributions to the IR bandwidth in a series of molecules

containing the methyl group is presented in Chapter III of this thesis |42| .

II.4. Picosecond Spectroscopy.

The various mechanisms of vibrational relaxation have received a lot of attent-

ion during the past three.or four years. Aside from the theoretical description

the development of picosecond spectroccopy has been of prime importance. As in

this thesis a number of times reference is made to this technique it seems use-

ful to describe it here briefly |b-8| .

Use is made of pulse lasers which are able to dissipate coherently powers of up

to 10 W in pulses of ca. 3-5 psec duration. With such a pulse a selected vib-

rational mode is coherently excited, bringing the population of the excited

level high above the equilibrium Boltzraann populatie n, and achieving a very

high phase coherence. With a weak probe pulse, suitably delayed by 2-100 psec

with regard to the exciting pulse, the decay of the vibrational amplitude is

observed. There are two ways in which excitation may be performed and also two

ways in which the probing may be carried out.

Excitation may be done by a visible light pulse, often the second harmonic of

530 nm obtained through frequency doubling of the emission from a neodynium-

glass laser at 1.06 pm in a suitably oriented potassiumdihydrogenphosphate (KDPÏ

crystal. In this case a stimulated Stokes Raman process is responsible for the

build-up of the non-equilibrium population and for the coherence of the excited

vibration. Alternatively, an IR laser pulse of the right frequency which is ab-

sorbed may provide the excitation.

The probing may be done in two ways which each yield different information :

a. if the incoherent spontaneous anti-Stokes Raman scattering is obtained under

a 90° scattering geometry, only population relaxation is measured.

'J. if, on the other hand, the probing is carried out under phase matching con-

ditions in the forward direction (coherent Raman scattering), the decay of

12



the coherence is influenced by both pure dephasing and by population relax-

ation, and thus a total timeconstant, due to both processes is measured.

These experiments have up till now shown that pure dephasing always is the fast-

er process. An extreme example is pure liquid nitrogen, in which the pure de-

phasing time is measured to be 75 psec, while the population relaxation proceeds

on a timescale of about 1 sec ]28 J. The spontaneous Raman linewidth is in com-

plete accord with the obtained dephasing time |25,28 |. In most cases the popu-

lation relaxation times are far shorter, say of the order of 10 psec |6-8,27| .

It is to be expected that in the very near future a great many more experiments

making use of very short laser pulses will become possible, yielding valuable

detailed information about the dynamics in the liquid state.

II.5. vibrational dephasing.

In this thesis studies of vibrational dephasing, or inhomogeneous broadening

are reported. Chapter IV deals with a general expression for the effect of the

intennolecular potential field on an oscillator, taking account of anhamonicity

through the use of the Horse potential function for the internal coordinate \29\.

The following chapters describe the dephasing of OH-stretching bands |43|, the

acetylenic C-H stretching band, and the syametric methyl stretching vibration

1441 . It seems adequate to go somewhat deeper into the theory of dephasing at

this point.

Dephasing is a result of a modulation of the vibrational transition frequency

by stochastic perturbations which arise from the interroolecular interaction of

the active molecules with their individual surroundings. These interactions

cause small shifts in the oscillator frequencies, leading at any instant to a

frequency distribution for a whole ensemble of oscillators. In the Heisenberg

picture this is equivalent to saying that an initial phase relation between the

oscillators (coherence if all molecules are simultaneously excited) will be

rapidly lost, if the shifts remain constant for a fairly long time (slow modul-

ation) . However, if the frequencyshifts are modulated rapidly through the local

dynamics in the liquid (fast modulation), part of the shifts is averaged out in

the course of the relaxation period, and the initial phase is "remembered" long-

er. This leads to a slower decay of the correlation function, and to a corres-

pondingly narrower band; this phenomenon is called motional nairowing 130,351 .

The theoretical treatment starts from the expression for the correlation funct-

ion C <t> j13,32,35| :

13



C h
(t) = < exp( -i f uit'Jdt1 ) (12)

Here uit') is the (tiroedependent) frequency of an individual oscillator, often

taken relative to the maximum of the band, or relative to the gasphase frequency

value. The brackets again denote the ensemble average. This expression has been

used as a starting point by several authors to describe the correlation function

and the bandshape. Two approaches are outlined here in some more detail as they

play an important role in this thesis. Both make use of Kubo's cumulant expan-

sion theorem |13|, which enables eq.(12) to be written as:

t t t
C (t) = exp{-i f<w(t )> dt. - = ( f <m(t )io(t,)> dt,dt, +
pn g i c i ^ Q i d c i i

n t t t
±f- ƒ J... ./•<«(t1)u(t2)...M(tn)>cdt1dt2...dtn}

(13)

The averages <<n(t,)ii>(t2).. .u{t )> are called the cumulant (or connected)

averages or semi-invariants, as they have the property that they are , with the

exception of the first cumulant, invariant to the choice of the origin of <u(t').

The first three cumulants are given by j13,45|

<u(t1)ui(t,)u{t3)>c= <u{t1)o)(t2)ai(t3)> - <ul

(14)

With higher order the number of terms increases rapidly.

The treatment as given by BratoS j 321 then proceeds by the following steps: (i)

Let there be N identical perturbers in the liquid, which each give a small con-

tribution to the frequency shift of the active oscillator, and let all these

contributions be statistically independent ; in that case each cumulant can be

written as the sum of the cumulants pertaining to one particle (1); (ii) let

»•» , V(olume)-> », with N/V=p, p being the particle density within the volume

V; then all cumulants reduce to simple averages, as all products of averages go

to zero; (iii) suppress the time-dependence of wit1) by assuming that each per-

turbation is constant over the relaxation period (slow modulation) . Under these

three assumptions the n-th cumulant reduces to:

14



N<Cüj(O) (15)

ui (0) being the frequency shift due to particle 1. Now integration over all

tiraevariables can be carried out straightforwardly, and

Cph ( t ) exp{H< -i (-1)'
n!

exp{N <exp(-im(0)t (16)

After specification of as.(0) as a function of configurational coordinates C hlt)

may be evaluated, and the corresponding bandshape may be obtained by Fourier

transformation. If the number density p is very large so that every oscillator

is surrounded by very many particles, and the band is shifted to its mean

frequency N<u) (0)> , then the second term in eq. (16) - =N<w,(0) >t becomes the

only term of interest, and

C (t) = exp{- I <u>j(0)2>t2} = exp( - | M2t2) (17)

M being the second band moment defined earlier in II-2. This implies a purely

Gaussian behaviour, which in turn corresponds to a purely Gaussian vibrational

bandshape. This result is known as the central limit theorem |l3,30|. The ap-

plicability of this theorem to vibrational bandshapes in the slow modulation

limit, very often taken for granted, is questioned in this thesis.

In the second treatment, due to Rothschild |30,35|, the timedependence of cult')

is not suppressed, and the modulation is assumed to follow statistically an

exponential law. The expansion is broken off after the second term, and t-aus

higher cumulants are neglected. The correlation function, after shifting again

i» to the band maximum, is written as

I f Ï
Cph(t) = exp{- j ƒ J<ü)(t])ui(t2)> dtjdt2) . (18)

0 0
Eq.(18) can be rewritten as

< (0)2> C fc *
C h<t) = exp{ - " ' — ƒ / x ( t j - t 2 ) d t ,d t 2 ) = exp{ - M_ ƒ (t—r)x<t)dT } ,

0 0 Ó

(19)

in which x(^) is the function describing the time modulation of the frequency

shift:

, . <OI(0)U(T)>
<w(0)

= exp(-T/T (20)
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In the exponential decay of the function x(*)< the constant T is the timecon-

stant of the modulation. Using this functional form for x(*)> the integration

is performed easily to yield

2, -t/TC h(t) = exp( -
Tc -1) (21)

Eq.(21) displays Gaussian decay at times shorter than T in accord with the

central limit theorem, and exponential decay at times larger than r , with a

timeconstant (M.T ) ~

Eq.(21) has been used by Rothschild |30| and others j 28,31,36, 38,46] to fit expe-

rimentally determined correlation functions and experimentally determined second

band moments to obtain values of T .In most cases very short times for T of

the order of 0.2-0.5 psec are obtained, implying a fast modulation mechanism,

usually attributed to repulsive interactions. However, Hesp et al. |28| have

deduced from experimental data on the dephasing of liquid nitrogen/argon mix-

tures, and from a calculation of the second moment, a time of around 3 psec,

which they associate with the lifetime of a specific cluster of surrounding mo-

lecules. In this thesis arguments and calculations are presented which question

the assumptions and conclusions that follow from the use of eq.(21).

Although certainly a lot of progress has been made over the past ye jrs in the

understanding of the dephasing process, it seems necessary to focus more attent-

ion on the timedevelopment of the higher cumulants. Molecular dynamics studies

using Monte Carlo techniques, yielding instantaneous distributions of molecules

in the liquid state at a large number of consecutive tiroepoints, may be of great

value in this regard.

II.6. A concluding remark.

Finally, it should be emphasized that the above theories and results are valid

for isolated single bands, of which Fourier transforms and band moments for the

complete bands including their wings may be obtained. In real systems very often

interfering effects may be present such as

. the wings may be obscured by overlap from other vibrations;

. hot bands may cause asymmetry in the band or small sidebands to be present;

. the character of the transition may be changed by Fermi resonance;

. isotopic splittings may influence the bands considerably, especially in chlor-

ine or bromine containing species;

16



the presence of different conformers {48|, with different vibrational frequen-

cies and/or bandshapes, may complicate the picture.

Sometimes it is possible to correct for these effects; examples of this are pre-

sented in Chapter VI of this thesis.
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CHAPTER III

A STUDY ON THE VIBRATIONAL AND REORIENTATIONAL CONTRIBUTIONS TO

THE BANDWIDTH OF THE SYMMETRIC METHYL STRETCHING VIBRATION IN

A SERIES OF COMPOUNDS

Abstract.

Infrared and Raman isotropic bandwidths are reported for the symmetric methyl

stretching vibration in a series of compounds in which the length of the C^

(local) symmetry axis gradually increases. The magnitude of the 1=1 orientation-

al width is shown to dt ,3end on the pertinent moment of inertia for small mole-

cules in the series. For the largest molecules a viscosity drag model seems to

account better for the observed widths.

III.l. Introduction.

It is well known by now that a variety of processes contribute to the widths of

vibrational bands in infrared and Raman spectroscopy 11 -81 . These processes are

the reorientation of the transition dipole moment vector or polarizability ten-

sor, and various vibrational relaxation processes. The latter reflect the finite

lifetime of the excited level because of energy transfer to other modes (vibrat-

ional , rotational or translational) within the same molecule or neighbouring

molecules |3-7|, or pure dephasing brought about by weak intermolecular inter-

actions of the van der Waals type j 7,81. Ina number of cases the effects of

these processes may be studied independently from each other, or they may be

separated by combination of information obtained from different techniques.

For example, in very large molecules reorientation may be so slow as to produce

only a negligible contribution through reorientational relaxation. Also, if the

processes responsible for the reorientational and vibrational relaxation are in-

dependent from each other, the total bandshape will be a convolution of the

bandshapes originating from the separate processes. In the time domain this

means, because of the Fourier theorem, that the correlation function of the ob-

served band will be the product of the correlation functions for these process-

es. The correlation function for an IR transition then becomes |l,2|
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. u(t)> <q (0) q (t)> , (!)

where u is a unit vector parallel to the direction of the transition dipole mo-

ment of the vibration under consideration with normal coordinate q . The terms

<u(0).u(t)> and <q (0) q (t)> are the t=l reorientational correlation function

C (t) , and the vibrational correlation function C . (t), respectively. The

expressions for the correlation functions of the anisotropic and isotropic com-

ponent of the Raman bandshape are |1,2|

„aniso.
= < T r <q (0)q

(2)

<=£„<» •
Here ß represents the anisotropic part of the polarizability tensor, and

<rfr3(O)(5(t)> is the 1=2 reorientational correlation function cr~t(t) .

The expressions (1) and (2) give the possibility to compare the bandshapes ob-

tained through IR and (spontaneous) Raman spectroscopy, provided that the vib-

ration is both IR and Raman active, and totally symmetric. This is because the

vibrational correlation function obtained from the isotropic (component of the)

Raman band also appears in C (t). The isotropic and anisotropic parts of the

Raman scattering are obtained from different polarization experiments through

(ül> - 4 / 3 IVH<U)>

(3)

Over the past few years a number of studies have appeared to establish the ex-

tent of both relaxation types, but largely confined to some or all vibrations in

the ft. representation of small C, symmetric tops such as CH^I |9|, CH,CN 110,

ll|, CHF, |12|, and CHC1, |l3|, indicating reorientational times of the order of

a few picoseconds.

As the size of molecules increases the contribution of reorientational relax-

ation to the total bandwidth decreases. It seems important to determine from

measurements on a series of molecules how rapid this decrease is in order to be

able to establish reorientational contributions to IR bandwidths a priori. We

have undertaken a comparative study on IR and Raman bandwidths of the symmetric

methyl stretching vibration in a series of compounds with a well-defined sym-

metry dissolved in carbontetrachloride. Within this series the length of the

molecular axis parallel to the (local) threefold methyl symmetry axis is pro-
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gressively increased, thus permitting the determination of the effect of the

length of this axis on the reorientational and vibrational bandwidth. We have

chosen this vibration for a number of reasons. First, it is fairly intensive in

both infrared and Raman spectroscopy. Secondly, it is separated enough from

other vibrations to permit a fairly accurate determination of the bandwidth. It

has a high frequency (292015 cm with the exception acetonitril eit 2940 cm )

which renders energy transfer to the bath improbable. Furthermore, isotopic

dilution experiments on this band in acetonitril j 10j have shown resonant energy

transfer to be negligible ( and thus the objections raised by van Woerkom et al

|4| against using eqs.(l) and (2) do not apply). As the vibration is a highly

localized one according to normal coordinate calculations carried out for pro-

pyne and .elated compounds |l4|, we may view this vibration as to be of a very

similar nature in the various compounds. The constancy of the vibrational freq-

uency supports this.

The investigated compounds are acetonitrile, propyne, butyne-2, pentadiyne-1,3,

hexadiyne-2,4 and 1-phenylpropyne. In all these compounds we find the methyl

group attached to a threefold bond, this being the symnetry axis of the mole-

cule. This ensures rapid (internal) rotation of the CH, group around this axis,

as there is no potential barrier (or an extremely low one) and as the moment of

inertia for rotation around the symmetry axis is small. NMR J15J and IR |l6| in-

vestigations on the reorientation around the C-, axis support this.

There is, of course, a problem in the comparison of the infrared and Raman spec-

tra of hexadiyne-2,4 and butyne-2. The vibration at 2920 wavenumbers which

occurs in the infrared spectrum of these two compounds belongs to a different

symmetry species than the one occurring in the Raman spectrum. However, for a

comparison to be valid one should require that the vibrational correlation

function is the same for both bands. In view of the highly localized nature of

these vibrations, and as the solvent environment encountered by all methyl

groups is the same, we believe that this assumption is not a gross one.

III.2. Experimental.

The investigated compounds were synthesized at the Organic Chemistry laboratory

at this University . Acetonotrile was obtained commercially. Solutions of about

The author is grateful to Dr.L.Brandsma and Mr.H.Verkruysse who kindly donated

the samples.
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5 mol% were used in the Raman and infrared measurements. The Raman spectra were

recorded with a Spectra Physics 700 Raman speetrophotometer equipped with a

Spectra Physics 165 argon-ion laser operated at 488 nm with powers ranging from

200 to 600 mW. The IR spectra were obtained with a Perkin-Elmer 421 and with a

PerJiin-Elmer 180 speetrophotometer. Corrections for finite slitwidth were ap-

plied using |19|

- 2( s/âa>a)2) (4)

where the superscripts t and a denote "true" and "apparent", and s is the

slitwidth. Slits used in the Raman measurements were held constant at 1.8 cm

while the slitwidths used in the IR experiments ranged from 1.0 to 1.7 cm

-1

III.3. Results and discussion.

For all compounds the infrared and Raman spectra in the region 2700-3000 cm"

were quite similar. They are displayed in fig.III.1. for propyne. The Raman

spectrum is dominated by the strong highly polarized v symmetric stretch at
_i s

about 2920 cm and shows the polarized bands of the overtones of the methyl

bending vibrations at 2850 cm" and at (not shown in fig.III.1.) 2740 cm" . The

E-type asymmetric stretch (around 2965 cm" ) is rather weak and completely depo-

larized. This latter band is much stronger in the infrared spectrum, and is in

both spectra very wide. Its IR width (FWHH) is in all compounds some 35-40 cm" .

This indicates that the transition dipole moment vector for tnis vibration is

reorientated very rapidly by the (internal) rotation of the CH group around

its symmetry axis, and that this rotation remains virtually free in the solution.

Fortunately, the high polarization of the v vibration rendered it unnecessary

to withdraw 4/3 I from I™/ so that the W spectrum immediately yielded the

bandwidths for the isotropic component, «inu thus of the pure vibrational trans-

ition. Also, in all cases the central part of the observed bands were close to

Lorentzian. Therefore, the following relation could be used to obtain the 1=2

reorientational widths:
. 1=1 . IR . iso
Aíü, - Aw, - Aw,

(5)

-I
We believe the isotropic Raman bandwidths to be correct to about 0.1 cm . Be-

cause of the overlap of the asymmetric and the symmetric stretches in the infra-

red spectra, we had to assume that the asymmetric stretch possessed a symmetric
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Fig . I I I .1 . Infrared and Raman (W and VH) spectra of the C-H stretching

region for propyne in CC1..

Table I I I . l . Experimental widths of the symmetric methyl stretching

vibration in CC1.

compound

acetonitri le

propyne

butyne-2

pentadiyne-1,3

hexadiyne-2,4

1-phenyipropyne

. i s o , - 1 ,Au, (cm )

4.2 (4.4)

4 . 6

6 . 4

6 . 5

5.7

6 . 5

. IR
CMS,

8 . 6

8 .3

7 .9

7 .3

6 . 0

6 . 6

(cm"1)

<M3)

Au, (cm )

4 . 4

3 .7

1.5

0 .8

0 .3

0.1

values in parentheses are from the l iterature (see text)
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profile. Therefore, some larger error will be present in the infrared widths,

which we estimate 0.2 cm . Thus, the values for Aoi, will be correct Lo-0.2-

0.3 cm" 1.

Results are collected in Table III.l. together with some literature data |10,

20l on the v of acetonitrile in CC1. solution. Our value for the IR width of
' s 4

CH CN is considerably smaller than the one obtained by Higuchi et al. |20|. The

origin of this difference is not clear at all; it might be, however, that the

latter authors used solutions which were more concentrated than ours. The close-

ness of their value to the IR width of the v vibration in pure liquid CH-CN ( 15

cm |l0|), with its more or less ordered structure, points in this direction.

Viewing table III.l. we make some observations :

a. the isotropic vibrational widths seems to increase with molecular size; we

return to this in Section III.4.

b. the IR bandwidths show a decrease with increasing molecular size; here the

two effects of decreasing reorientational mobility and increasing vibration-

al width, run contrary. Clearly, the decrease in reorientational width is

dominant.

c. the obtained value of the »-eorientational width decreases rapidly with in-

creasing length of the main molecular axis and with the moment of inertia,

I D, pertinent to rotation of this axis. For molecules such as 1-phenylpropyneo

the reorientation has only a very slight effect on the IR bandshape. Both the

IR and the Raman band have almost become identical for this compound.

Although the depolarization ratio for the v of hexadiyne-2,4 was only 0.05,

this was high enough to permit the observation of the anisotropic spectrum,

and to determine the value of A(i)?nlSO to be 6.3+ 0.2 cm , which, combined

with the value of the width of the isotropic component of 5.7 cm , means an

1=2 reorientational width of 0.6+ 0.3 cm . It is well known that in the

limit of Debye-type diffusion (very small consecutive periods of rotation in

between collisions), the ratio of the 1=2 and 1=1 reorientational widths

should become equal to 3 [ 21 . The values obtained here do not contradict such

diffusive behaviour for this compound.

We have tried to find an empirical relationship between the values of the 1=1

width and the length of the main molecular axis (z), and the moment of inertia
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Table III.2. Relations between determined widths, molecular length,

and moment of inertia.

compound

acetonitrile

propyne

butyne-2

pentadiyne-1,3

hexadiyne~2,4

1-phenylpropyne

Au>, (cm )

4.4

3.7

1.5

0.8

0.3

0.1

2
IB(amu 8 )

53

57

167

258

451

523

230" 1/I„(cm~B

4.3

4.0

1.4

0.9

0.5

0.4

l) 2a(8)

4.0

5.3

6.1

6.9

8.6

9.4

eq.(6)

0.27

0.26

0.23

0.19

0.13

0.06

As table III.2. shows, there is a nice reciprocal relationship between Au> and

Iß (compare the second and fourth column), at least for the smaller molecules

in this series. For the two largest molecules the width which would be in line

with this relation is higher than the observed one. One explanation is that the

molecular axis becomes too long to allow for almost any inertially determined

rotation to take place, even in short time intervals. We note that in carbon-

tetrachloride solvent cavities of about 6 ft diameter are formed when one sol-

vent molecule is removed. Molecules which are too large to fit into such a cavi-

ty are much more apt to follow a Debye-type diffusion than the very small ones.

Large,more or less spherical molecules such as Rhodamine 6G show a reorientat-

ional relaxation time linear with the viscosity of the solvent in accord with

hydrodynamic Debye-Stokes-Einstein theory |21|. Expressions for the diffusion of

a rodlike particle in a viscous medium have been given by Perrin |22|; according

to these expressions the reorientational width is dependent upon the length and

diameter of the rod, and the viscosity of the medium :

All),
1=1 3 kT 2 ln(2a/b) -1

3
8TT en

(6)

here 2a and 2b denote the long and short axis of the rod, resp.; n is the vis-

cosity. Using for n the value of .969 10~ poise [23|, for b the value of 2.0 8,
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which is the van der Waals radius of the methyl group (3.1 S for 1 -phenylpro-

pyne) , and for 2a the values given in table III.2 , the widths according .to

eq.(6) have been calculated. They are presented in the last column of table III.

2. It is apparent from this table that values calculated from this expression

fit well with those obtained experimentally for the largest molecules in the

series, but that these values are far too snail for the other molecules.

III.4. The vibrational width.

As to an interpretation of the vibrational vidth of the symmetric methyl vibrat-

ion, we think that it must be mainly caused by pure dephasing |7|. There is some

evidence from picosecond experiments |6,7| that in methyl compounds energy re-

laxation may take place at a rate comparable to dephasing. The symmetric stretch

is in Fermi resonance with the overtones of both the asymmetric and the sym-

metric bending modes of the methyl group. Moreover,its frequency is only some 50

cm" separated from the degenerate asymmetric stretches, an energy difference,

which can be easily overcome by taking up energy from the heat bath, if present,

we believe that the broadening introduced by this process will be fairly con-

stant throughout the series with the possible exception of butyne-2, where two

methyl groups separated by one threefold bond are present. Here the two methyl

symmetric stretching levels are at almost perfect resonant conditions. In fact,

the somewhat high value of the isotropic component width of butyne-2 suggests a

small contribution due to this effect.

The pure dephasing is caused by the intermolecular weak interactions with the

surrounding CC1. molecules. This is a statistical process, in which the instant-

aneous distribution of solvent induced frequency shifts, and the time modulation

of the interactive Hamiltonian determine the correlation function |l7,18|. In

this series, the instantaneous distribution will be constant, while the modulat-

ion caused by translational and rotational mobility of both solvent molecules

and solute will change. For the smallest of the molecules the modulation will be

fastest, and the resultant vibrational bandshape will be somewhat motionally

narrowed. For the longest and heaviest of the solute, 1-phenylpropyne and hexa-

diyne-2,4 the rotation and the translation will be slow. The bandwidth will

therefore have to be larger for these last compounds, as is observed.

In a subsequent paper (Chapter VI in this thesis) we will put some more attent-

ion to the nature of the vibrational relaxation and present calculations for the

distribution of vibrafcional frequencies giving rise to the dephasing.
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CHAPTER IV

INHOMOGENEOUS BROADENING OF MORSE OSCILLATORS IN LIQUIDS

Abstract.

The approximate eigenfunctions of the Horse oscillator are used to obtain by

first order perturbation theory the shifts of the transition frequency on inter-

molecular interactions. The results are shown to converge towards those obtained

for the anharmonic oscillator within the limit of low anharmonicity.

Subsequently, the obtained expression is used to compute the inhomogeneously

broadened vibrational lineshape for a number of diatomic molecules in a schema-

tized solvent in the slow modulation limit. The agreement with experiment is

fair in view of theoretical shortcomings and experimental errors.

IV.1- Introduction.

Infrared and Raman bandshapes can yield considerable information on the various

types of relaxation processes present in molecules in the liquid state. Although

reorientational relaxation has been the subject of numerous investigations since

the appearance of Gordon's papers |1|, it has only been a few years that the re-

laxation processes of a vibrational nature, which are manifest in the "intrinsic"

vibrational line shape, have been investigated [2,31. Beside relaxation through

resonant energy transfer j 4—6[ or thermal degradation via other modes within the

molecules |7,8|, pure dephasing processes have recently come into the picture |9,

He are interested in inhomogeneous broadening as the spectral equivalent of phase

relaxation, as it seems that in many cases this relaxation type may be dominant.

In this paper we calculate line shapes due to inhomogeneous broadening for a

number of diatomic Horse oscillators in a schematized, rigid lattice solvent. Due

to a different, immediate molecular environment the frequency of every oscillator

will be shifted from the gas phase value.

First, we obtain an expression for this shift. This is used subsequently to ob-

tain the complete broadened bandshape for ar« ensemble of oscillators, each sur-

rounded by a number of solvent molecules. We have chosen N,, H, and HC1 as solut-

es, and CC1. and SF, as solvents. Thus, solvent molecules can be reasonably de-

picted as spheres. Por the systems considered experimental data are available to
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compare the results with.

• i

IV.2. Shift of the Morse oscillator.

Changes in the vibrational transition frequency ID , of the Horse oscillator,

produced by a small Hamiltonian H', can be obtained by calculating the perturba-

tion of the energy states involved

him = < G 1 | H > | G 1 > - < G O | H - | G O > . (i)

Here G and G, denote the eigenfunctions of the ground and first excited vibrat-

ional states,respectively. Writing for the Horse potential

V = D exp{-2a(r-rQ)} - 2D exp{-a(r-rQ)} , (2)

we may, following ter Haar and Horse J11 — 13 J, write for these eigenfunctions

G,U) = [a(k-3)/r(k> \H e" z / 2

where

k = 4ir(2pD) Yah , and

z = k exp{-a(r-rQ)}

(4)

(5)

(6)

The harmonic frequency o> is given by

u o = 2ïïc(irr •
k is a dintensionless parameter related to the number of allowed energy states

for the Morse oscillator.

In the case of intermolecular interaction the appropriate H1 may be written as

the three-term expansion of the intermolecular potential E around r0

H' = E r = r + (dE/dr)r=r (r-rQ) + |<<a
2E/ar2>r=j_ (r-rQ)

2 .
0 o 0

(7)

Calculation of the shift Aw thus requires the evaluation of the matrix elements

<Golr-rolV' ^ol'^V^V' ^il^o'0^' and ^il^-V2!6^-
Haking use of the integrals |l4|

Í e'z zk~l dz = F(k) , Í e"z z k - 1 ln(z) dz = dr(k)/dk = r(k)iMk),
Ó Ó

Í e" z z k ~' In2(z) dz = d 2 r (k) /dk 2 = i|i2 (k) + ty' (k) ,
6

(8)
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where ifi(k) = d(lnr(k))/dk and i//1 (k) = d2 Í lnT (k) )/äk2,

and of the recurrence relations | l4 |

(k-l)r(k-l) = Hk) , iKk) = i/)(k-l) + l/(k-l) , and

*• (k) = * ' (k-1) - l / (k - l ) 2 ,

we find for the above-mentioned elements the following expressions:

<G0|r-r0|G0> = (-I/a) [r(k-l) - ln(k)]

(9)

(10a)

<G1|r-r0|G1> = (-I/a) [r(k-D - ln(k)l +(I/a)(3k-8)/[(k-2)(k-3)] , (10b)

<GQ|(r-r0)
2|G1>= (I/a2) [*• (k-1) + *2(k-l) -2 ln(k)iKk-l) + In2(k)] , (10c)

<G1|(r-rQ)
2|G1>= d/a2)[*' (k-1) + k-l) -2 In2(k)

+{2 ln(k) - 2 i//(k-

+ (4k-10)/(k-3)2]

-2)(k-3)}+ (-2k+8)/(k-2)2J

(lOd)

Inserting these values into eq.(l) , and defining two functions f (k) and f_,(k)

as

fjtk) = (k/3)(3k-8}/{(k-2)(k-3)} ,

f2(k) = (k/2)(6 fj(k){(ln(k) - iMk

+(-2k+8)/(k-2)2 + (4k-10)/(k-3)

we find that

Aw = (3/4ahc) (Ü)0/D) f j (k) (dE/dr)r=r

(l/4a2hc) f2(k) (d2E/dr2)r=r

(Ha)

(lib)

(12)
0

as the desired shift of the Morse oscillator on the applied perturbation. The

first of these terms, which in most cases proved to be the largest, stems from a

change in the equilibrium bond length of the diatomic on going from the gas to

the liquid state. Thus, it is the nonrigidity of the molecule which is an essen-

tial prerequisite for the occurrence of a large shift, as has also been pointed

out by Robert and Galatry |l5|. The second terra is caused by a change in the

harmonic force constant of the oscillator.

IV.3. Comparison of the Morse and the anharmonic oscillator.

Second-order perturbation treatment applied to the anharmonic oscillator ( and
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also a simple perturbative treatment on a classical oscillator) yields, using

the sane Hamiltonian H' as in eq.(7), for the shift of the transition frequency

116-181

fioi = (uo/2f){ -g(dE/dr)r=r /f + (d2E/dr2>r=r (13)

in which f and q are the coefficients of the second and third term in the

McLaurin expansion of the potential energy of the anharmonic oscillator, both

evaluated at r=r Noting that for the Morse oscillator f=2a D and g=6a D, and

using the relations (5) and (6), we find that eqs.(12) and (13) represent the

same shift but for the functions f. (k) and f , (k) as defined in eqs.(lla) and

(lib). In fig.IV.1. the behaviour of f, and f, as a function of k is graphically

displayed.

10- -

80

Fig.IV.1. fj and f2 as functions of k .

Both f and t converge towards unity. Thus, eq.(12) will converge towards eq.

(13) foi large values of k. This is not surprising as the highest integer which

is smaller than (k-l)/2 gives the number of allowed energy states for the Morse

oscillator. As k becomes larger, the molecule becomes less and less anharraonic.

To illustrate fig.IV.1. we cite a few values. For the hydrogen molecule, which

represents one extreme in anharmonicity, k=37.3, and f = 1.069 while f_= 1.351 .

On the other hand, nitrogen is only slightly anharmonic. Its k-value is 163 and

f, and f are 1.015 and 1.073 , respectively. Thus, for most, fairly harmonic
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vibrations eqs.(12) and (13) will yield almost identical results. For hydrogen

vibrations, being very anharmonic, the application of the Horse potential -(which

takes into account also higher terms in a HcLaurin expansion of the intramolecu-

lar potential ) makes for an appreciable difference.

IV.4. General considerations on lineshape calculations, and the

interaction model.

In the preceeding section the frequency shift Au> of a Horse oscillator in an in-

termolecular environment q, characterized by the derivatives of the interne lecu-

lar potential E with respect to the vibrational coordinate, has been given.

Now, the complete inhomogeneously broadened band Has) may be obtained by Fourier

transformation of the appropriate dephasing time-correlation function |19,20j

I(u) = ƒ C (t) exp(iut) dt

where the correlation function C . (t) is
ph

ph
(t) = < exp(-i ƒ Au(q,t') dt1) >

(14)

(15)

In eq.(15) iu(q,t') is the frequency shift of the Horse oscillator at a time t'

relative to its gas phase value brought about by its environment q. The brackets

denote an ensemble average over the generalized configurational coordinate q.

Thus, a complete calculation of Km) requires the specification of

(i) the timedependence of flui(q,t') ,

(ii) the interaction potential E and its derivatives with respect to the vibrat-

ional coordinate, and

(iii) the statistical procedure to evaluate the configurational averages.

As to the timedependence of Aw(q,t'), the found interlocking structure of the

solvent (CC14) here considered |21| and its high molecular weight indicate that

the local structure of the liquid might be stable over the time in which the cor-

relation function essentially decays towards zero, and which is in most cases a

few picoseconds. In fact, an approximation given by Chandler |22| for the single-

particle velocity correlation time yields a value of 3.3 psec at room temperatu-

res. Also, the diffusion constant determined at 298 K [23,24[ indicates an aver-

age displacement of a CC14 molecule of the order of 1 8 in the course of a few

psec, which is to be compared to the molecular diameter of 6 8. Moreover, mole-
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cular dynamics calculations on liquid argon have shown J25f that, although equi-

librium thermodynamic properties and liquid structures are rather well calculat-

ed using a purely repulsive potential (even with a hard sphere potential), the

dynamical behaviour is strongly dependent on the presence and magnitude of at-

tractive forces. Hore specific, the validity of the persistence of a first coor-

dination shell of solvent molecules on a timescale of up to 10 sec has been

established J 25 j. Although in the present case (liquid CC1 ) the temperature is

higher, at the same time the attractive forces (stemming from the high polariza-

bility of CC1.) are much stronger than in liquid argon, and the molecule is con-

siderably heavier. The strong negative vibrational frequency shifts which occur

when a molecule is transferred from the gasphase to the solution in CC1. (see

for example the experimental results presented in this and the following chap-

ters) point to the dominance of the attractive part of the interroolecular poten-

tial in the perturbative processes here considered. Thus, in accord with BratoS

|20,26| we have suppressed the timedependence of Au(q,t')> and have taken a

slow modulation view. This allows eq. (15) to be integrated to

C (t) = <exp(-iAui(q,0)t )> (16)

at least up to times of the order of 5 psec.

Recently, a number of authors |27| have determined correlation times for the

modulation in some systems of less than 1 psec, by assuming a Gaussian frequency

distribution following the central limit theorem |l9,20| in slow modulation, and

an exponential functional form for the modulation. Although such short times can

conceivably occur for cases in which the repulsive part of the potential is do-

minant in the frequency perturbation, they seem unrealistic for the systems con-

sidered here. Moreover, in the case of slow modulation with a large negative gas

to solution frequencyshift one expects the bandwidth to be of the same order of

magnitude due to the fluctuation of the interaction. On the contrary, a fast mo-

dulation of these fluctuations would result in considerable motional

narrowing of the band, while the frequency shift would remain unchanged. The

fact that (Table IV.2) for most systems the bandwidth is of the order of the

shift (with the notable exception of nitrogen) points again in the direction of

relatively slow modulation.

The intermolecular potential E is taken as the sum of the interactions between

the solute molecule and each of the surrounding solvent molecules. Although it
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is clear that this is not quite correct (especially for dispersive forces) we use

this as a convenient approximation. Through the derivatives of the potential E

with respect to the vibrational coordinate of the molecule, the frequency shift

of an individual oscillator is also the sum of the contributions from all sur-

rounding solvent molecules.

The binary interaction of the solute with one solvent molecule is given here by

a modified Lennard-Jones (6-12) type potential. Attractive forces, stemming from

dispersive interactions mostly, have been located on bonds of the solute, while

repulsive forces have been located on the centers of the atoms of the solute.

The CC1. molecule is taken as completely spherical. For polar solutes there Is a

small angle-dependent contribution arising from inductive forces. We have check-

ed that, for example, for HC1 inductive forces amount to less than 5 % of the

intermolecular potential, and only have a very small influence on the resulting

bandshape. Thus, these forces have been consequently neglected. To obtain the

derivatives of E on the relevant vibrational coordinates for application of eq.

(12) we recall that the attractive part of the potential is due to dispersive

forces. This enables us to write

dE/dr = (l/a) (da/dr) E a t t r , and

= O ,
(17)

where a is the polarizability of the bond involved in the stretching coordinate,

and da/dr the derivative thereof with respect to the internuclear displacement

as obtained from Raman intensity data. Due to the well-known validity of the li-

near polarizability approximation in the theory of Ranan intensities, the second

derivative of the attractive part of the potential can be set zero.

The repulsive parts of the energy change with the vibrational coordinate through

the concurrent changes of the atom-CCl distance.

By these choices for the interaction energy the shift becoaes strongly dependent

on the relative orientations of the solute and the solvent molecule. Fig.IV.2.

illustrates this for the case of a diatomic ftB and a CC1. molecule, considered

in more detail in the next section. Although the attractive part of the interac-

tion is insensitive to the orientation of the molecule, the polarizability being

highly isotroplc, the repulsive part depends strongly on the orientation. If the

orientation of the AB bond is perpendicular to R. , the repulsive energy changes

relatively little during vibration, as RiA and R i ß will change only very slight-

ly. If, on the other hand, the AB bond lies along the R. vector, then it is clear
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that a displacement of the atom closest to the solvent molecule will change the

repulsive potential very strongly. Thus, the choice made above for the interac-

tion does give ample credit to the effect of the steep repulsive forces which

govern the "shape" of the molecule. Some authors |15,28| have also performed

Fig.IV.2. Configurational coordinates for AB/CC1. interaction.

calculations on vibrational properties of similar systems by representing the

solute as a sphere which expands in all directions on vibration. Obviously such

a model cannot represent the orientational dependence introduced here, and the

fluctuation caused by it.

From eq.(16) and eq.(12) we calculate C h<t) as

C h(t) = jexp(-iAw(q)t) exp(-<GQ|E(q,r) |GQ>/kT) dq / Z ,

standing for all the configuratior

onal partition function

Z = jexp(-<G0|E(q,r)|G0>/kT) dq.

(18)

dq standing for all the configurational coordinates, and Z being the configura-

tional partition function

(19)

-1
As we consider only vibrations with frequencies well above 2000 cm , the neglect

of excited states in eqs. (18) and (19) is justified. By expanding E(q,r) as in
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eq. (7), and retaining only the first two terras, we write

exp(-<G0|E(q,r)|G0>/kT) = exp(-E(q,ro)/kT) .exp(dE/drr=r <GQ|r-rQ|GQ>/kf) .

(20)

In the calculations it has been verified, using the expression for <G0|r-r0|G0>

fron eq. (10a), that the argument of the second exponent in eq. (20) has typical

values of 0.02 or less, enabling us to calculate C (t) as

ph

C <t) = iexp(-iiio(q)t) exp(-E(q,ro)/kT)dq/ iexp(-E(q,ro)/kT)dq . (21)

Afterwards Km) is computed by Fourier inversion of C n(t).

All numerical integrations and procedures were carried out on the CDC Cyber 73-

28 computer of the Academic Computer Center Utrecht of the University of Utrecht

using Gauss-Legendre integrating techniques. To minimize computation time the

number of steps in te integrations were chosen such that the central part of the

band was produced with very little error. Unavoidably this sometimes caused os-

cillations to appear in the wings of the band.

IV.5. Results for diatomic molecules and discussion.

As a first application of the equations derived in the foregoing sections, we

have computed the bandshape due to phase relaxation for the diatomic molecules

N2, H2 and HC1 in the solvents CCl^ and (for HC1) SFg . The description of the

solvent structure assumed (fee lattice), of the molecular constants used in the

calculations, and a comparison of the computed shifts and bandwidths with experi-

mentally obtained widths and shifts have been extensively published elsewhere

1431.For complete details the reader is referred to this publication. As the em-

phasis in this thesis is laid on bandshapes of polyatomic molecules, which are

of more interest from an analytical point of view, the results will be presented

and discussed only briefly here.

In table IV.1. we have collected the results for the systems calculated. The

third and fourth column give the bandmaxinum and the mean frequency shift. These

values often differ by a few wavenumbers because of asymmetry in the bands. The

asymmetry occurs both to the high and low frequency side of the bands. It is no-

table that the most harmonic molecule N_ hardly shows any asymmetry at all in the

computed shape. In the fifth and sixth column the calculated halfbandwidth and

the equivalent width are given, lhe equivalent width |29| is a bandshape para-
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Table IV.1. Numerical results of lineshape calculations.

system T (K) Aai'
max

a
mean

Aw. w<u/a«>.
H2/CCI4

VCC14

HC1/SF,

HC1/CC14

HC1/CC14

HC1/CC14

HCl/CClA

243 -47.54 -51.34 10.15 13.52 1.33

243 -34.44 -37.36 7.65 9.93 1.30

298 -10.43 -10.47 1.96 2.27 1.16

298 -14.41 -13.40 6.48 7.99 1.23

243 -30.83 -28.59 10.38 12.06 1.16

273 -30.11 -27.32 10.07 11.73 1.16

298 -29.18 -26.21 9.39 11.21 1.19

333 -27.73 -24.64 8.60 10.59 1.23

7.28

7.74

8.01

8.15

avalueri in cm" relative to gasphase frequency.

b , -1values in cm

meter defined by

W(I) = fl(ui) du /I(0) , (22'

where 1(0) is the maximum value of the Ordinate. The value of W(I) can be obtain-

ed straight from the correlation function C h(t) through the relationship between

the equivalent widths of I (us) and of its Fourier transform C (t), which is 1291
ph ' '. W(C ) = 2ir . (23)

In the seventh column of Table IV. 1. the ratio of the equivalent width and the

halfbandwidth is presented. This ratio conveys information about the complete

bandshape. For a pure Lorentzian it is ir/2 =1.57 , while for a purely Gaussian

band it is given by (n/{4 In 2}K =1.064 . These different ratios reflect that

a Gaussian decays much more rapidly in the wings than a Lorentzian does. As the

ratios show, most calculated bandshapes are intermediate between Gaussian and

LorenWian. This can of course also be seen directly on inspection of the obtain-

ed correlation functions. The initial decay of C is always Gaussian but after

some time the decay becomes more and more exponential.

The last column of Table IV.1. gives the root-mean square width of the HC1

stretching band in CC1. at different temperatures.
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Table IV.2. Experimental data on linewidths and frequency shifts.

system T (K) Au) Adi, Reference

H2/CC14 298

H /SP 295

298

295

VSF6
HC1/CC14

HC1/SF,

25

-3.5

-3

-6.6

-2.6

56

13

12b, 16C,

8b, 11. 4b.

8.2b, 8°

8.5b, 4C

0.50b

0.64b

24b

5.7b

13.6b

6C

30-33

34

34

17,35,37

36

values in cm relative to gasphase frequencies,

values in cm for isotropic E Q(J) branch,

values in cm for isotropic Q(J) branch.

The results indicate that in this model the central liiiit theorem |l9,20| lead-

ing to pure Gaussian bands is not valid. The reason for this should be that the

necessary conditions for this theorem are not fulfilled. This point will be am-

plified in more detail in the next chapter.

The experimental results obtained by a variety of authors, are collected in

Table IV.2. These data represent the width of the isotropic component of the Q-

branch in the Raman spectra, which in the case of hydrogen (and deuterium) is

split in a set of ß(J) bands through vibration-rotation interaction j30-33|. Due

to the difficult experimental conditions under which these spectra may be obtain-

ed the values given by the various authors often differ considerably.

These widths may be compared to the calculated widths of Table IV.1., as it is

highly improbable that in these systems vibrational relaxation processes other

than dephasing contribute substantially to the bandshape. This is because (i)the

diatomics only have one vibiational mode, and thus energy transfer to other vib-

rational modes within the same molecule is impossible, (ii) the experiments have

been carried out on (dilute) solutions excluding resonant energy transfer, and
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(iii) the transition frequencies are so high above the solvent fundamental le-

vels (over 2000 era" as compared to 780 cm" for CC1 and 950 cm for SF ) that

efficient V-V transfer to excited solvent vibrational levels will be highly im-

probable.

The overall agreement between the calculated and the experimental values is

within a factor of three. This should be considered fair, in view cf the crude-

ness of the present model,the uncertainties in the intersction potential para-

meters and derivatives thereof, and in the actual temperature in the scattering

volume due to local heating by the laser beam in the experiments.

The effect of temperature on the bandshape can be seen from Table IV.1. As the

temperature rises, the halfbandwidth decreases slightly. This is the result of

two effects opposing each other. On one hand, configurations with unfavourable

energies, usually coupled to rather l?rge shifts, become relatively more proba-

ble [37-39|. On the other hand, because of a concurrent decrease in solvent den-

sity, the state of the solute becomes more gaslike, and the bandwidth decreases

1281 . Prom Table IV. 1. it is apparent that the root-mean-square width increases,

but that the halfbandwidth decreases, indicating that the wings of the band be-

come relatively more intense. The increase of the ratio w(I)/Au>. supports this.

Experimentally the same behaviour has been found in HC1 in SF |39J, and in liq-

uid CH3I |28,40,41|.

IV.6. Some conclusions.

Although the calculations reported here have been confined to diatomic molecules,

some conclusions, which also pertain to polyatomic molecules, may be drawn.

(1) One may expect harmonic, symmetric vibrations to be relatively little affec-

ted by an intermolecular potential. For these vibrations, the first term in

eq.(12) will be small, leading to narrow bands, and a small gas-solvent

shift. The breathing vibrations of C,H, and C,D, ( bandwidths |42| 2.24 cm"1
6 6

and 1.62 cm~', resp.), and more general, the strongly Raman active narrow
-1

-1

mode around 1000 cm in benzene derivatives may serve to illustrate this.

(2) On the other hand, in fairly strong anharmonic modes, such as hydrogen

stretching modes in polyatomic molecules, inhomogeneous broadening of the

type here considered may lead to bandwidths of the order of 10 cm~ or more.

Moreover, these vibrations will be localized at the outside of the molecule,

and thus be susceptible to the intermolecular field. In fact, one may say
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that hydrogen atoms through their vibrations act as a probe of the inter-

molecular field. This is, a fortiori, true in those cases where specific in-

teractions occur through the formation of hydrogen bonds, such as treated

by Bratos j 261.
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CHAPTER V

VIBRATIONAL BANDSHAPES OF MONOHYDRIC SATURATED ALCOHOLS

Abstract.

Calculations are presented for three models of alcohols dissolved in carbon-

tetrachloride in the slow modulation limit. A number of liquid-state models is

consideidd. The calculated bands differ markedly in some cases from the often

assumed Gaussian distribution. The Raman spectra of the OH-stretching vibration

of methanol, t-butanol, and adamantanol-1 in dilute CC1 solution are presented.

It is concluded that the second moments of these bands compare well with the

calculated values in two of the solvent models. The experimental bands are nar-

rower than the computed bands, though, indicating some notional narrowing. The

experimental trend in the vapour-solution frequency shift is also well reproduc-

ed in the calculations.

V.l. Introduction.

Over the past few years considerable progress has been made in the study and un-

derstanding of infrared and Raman bandshapes. It is now well understood that in

general IR bandshapes are determined by reorientational (rotational) and vibrat-

ional relaxation processes |1,2|. For small molecules the reorientational relax-

ation is fast enough to account for a considerable contribution to the bandshape;

for larger, rigid molecules, however, this contribution soon becomes smaller

than 1 cm" . In these molecules the vibrational relaxation, determined by various

dissipating and dephasing processes, is dominant. It has been argued that for

many vibrational transitions in molecules, especially in dilute solutions, the

dissipating processes are of minor importance 13—5|. This is, a fortiori, true

for transitions, which are widely separated in frequency from other modes in the

system, and which are only very weakly coupled to other modes.

In this chapter we investigate the OH-stretching vibration for three alcohols

(methanol, t-butanol, and adaroantanol-1) experimentally by means of spontaneous

Raman scattering and by IR spectroscopy, and theoretically through calculations

of the vibrational bandshape in the slow modulation limit. The calculations are
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performed on a standard OH group with an X substituent varying in size to re-

present the three different skeletons, surrounded by (spherical) CC1. solvent

molecules. The OH-stretchmg vibration constitutes a suitable band for investi-

gations on dephasing processes, as it is invariably a highly localized, decoup-

led mode in the molecule, well isolated from other vibrational transitions. In

dilute CC1. solutions it appears in the IR as a sharp intense band of some 20
4 _l

wavenumbers wide, in the vicinity of 3600 cm . Because of the absence of other

active vibrational levels, both in the alcohols themselves and in the solvent,

other relaxation processes are either improbable, or much slower than dephasing.

It is well known that both vapour-solution frequency shift, and the IR bandwidth

of the OH band, are dependent upon the nature of the substituent |6,7|. The IR

bandwidth of primary alcohols, for example, is almost always greater than the

widths of tertiary alcohols, and the presence of a CH_ group at a 6-carbon atom

increases the OH-stretching frequency by a few wavenumbers |7|. In a recent

article |6| van der Haas and Lutz attributed these differences partly to a

shielding effect by the (bulky) substituents. One of the objectives of this in-

vestigation is to verify this effect theoretically.

In modern dephasing theories, the process which is held responsible for the vib-

rational band contour is a statistical process in which the instantaneous dis-

tribution of solvent environment induced frequency shifts, and the speed of mo-

dulation of the interactive Harailtonian determine the bandshape J3,8-llj. often

this instantaneous distribution is considered to be Gaussian (a result from the

central limit theorem |8|), and the modulation is assumed to follow an exponent-

ial law. From these assumptions dephasing correlation functions may be deduced.

Depending on the speed of the modulation in comparison with the width of the

Gaussian distribution the correlation function becomes Gaussian (slow modulation)

or exponentially decaying (fast modulation). Several papers have appeared J12-14|

in which conclusions are drawn about modulation times and instantaneous distrib-

utions, following the above-mentioned assumptions. It should be noted at this

time that such an approach will always lead to symmetric bandshapes, whereas in

practice asymmetric bandshapes are often encountered.

The central limit theorem leading to a Gaussian frequency distribution arises as

a necessary consequence if it is assumed that (i) each oscillator is surrounded

by a large number of perturbing solvent molecules, (ii) the contributions to the
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total frequency shift from these perturbers are each small, and (iii) the con-

tributions ave statisticiany independent of eaah other |8,9|. However, in-real

solutions these assumptions are not valid. The positions of the perturbing sol-

vent molecules are mutually correlated, because of the local ordering in the

fluid. Now, especially at short distances from the oscillator, large frequency

shifts are caused by the short-range angle-dependent repulsive interactions.

Therefore, the shifts from individual perturbers are also mutually correlated.

This will certainly be the case for the first coordination shell of solvent mo-

lecules.

We have calculated the instantaneous (slow modulation) frequency distribution

for three XOH models to test the assumption of Gaussian behaviour. In order to

see the effect of interaction among solvent particles one should at least take

the particulate structure of the first coordination shell into account. However,

such a calculation would require the evaluation of integrals depending on 36

interdependent positional coordinates of these molecules, assuming 12 isotropic

solvent molecules in this first shell. Alternatively, solvent structures around

an oscillator might be generated by molecular dynamics algorithms. Although not

impossible, these computations would swallow large amounts of computer time.

Therefore we have considered four different simple liquid-state models, ranging

from complete independence of all solvent molecules to a rigid lattice for the

first coordination shell.

V.2. Theory.

We describe the OH oscillator as a Morse oscillator, executing vibration in an

external intermolecular potential E(q), where q is a generalized configurational

coordinate. First-order perturbation theory then yields for the frequency shift

relative to the unperturbed gas-phase frequency ui 1151

Ao(q) = (3/4ahc) (IDO/D) fj(k) (dE/dr)r=r

2 °2 2 U )

+ (l/Mâ hc) (Ü)0/D) f2(k) (dVdr >r=r .

Here, a and D are the Morse parameters of the oscillator, r is the oscillator

coordinate, and f. and f„ are two dimensionless functions depending on k |l5J,

(k-l)/2 being the number of allowed energy states for the Morse oscillator.

In the slow modulation limit considered here the dephasing correlation function

is given by |8,9|
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C (t) <exp(-iAo)(q)t)> (2)

using the Boltzmann factor exp( -BE(q)) for the statistical weight of the envi-

ronment q. The averaging is performed over all configurational coordinates.

The total shift Aw(q) may be written as the sum of the shifts due to individual

perturbers:

and the intermolecular potential energy E(q) as

E(q) = E (q
i j

E (q ,q ) , (4)

where E.(q.) is the interaction energy between the active; molecule and solvent

molecule i and E,.(q.,q.) is the interaction energy between solvent molecules i

and j. Thus E.(q.) specifies the solute-solvent interaction, responsible for the

frequency shift, while E..(q.,q.) determines the solvent structure.

The four liquid structure models following from different assumptions about

the nature of the solvent-solvent interaction are :

A. Bratoz's statistical model ]9|. Here E. =0 for all i,j : no interaction be-

tween solvent molecules. All contributions to the shift are independent, and

averaging may be performed over the coordinates of (any) one molecule. The

correlation function can be written as 19,chapter II f

exp(-io). (q.)t) dq. } , (5)

where n is the number of solvent molecules per unit volume, obtained from

density data, and p_ is the Boltzmann factor exp(-(3E, (q,)). By expanding

eq.(5) ]S| as

ph
n=l

(6)

the factors K being the cuniulant averages introduced in chapter II, evalua-

ted at t=0. Shifting the band origin to its mean value it may be shown that

for high values of n = eq.(6) converges to pure Gaussian behaviour :

(7)Cph
A(t) = exp<- i K,t2) .

2 "2'-

B. The solvent is divided into two regions, a coordination sphere R contain-

ing 12 molecules, and a region outside this sphere, to which all other sol-

vent molecules are restricted. The center of the sphere is taken at the oxy-

gen nucleus of the OH group. The potential E is written:
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E. (q.) =°o for all i < 12, q. í R ; and for all i > 12, q. t Rc ; E. . =0 for all

i,j . By this choice the total correlation function becomes to be the product

of two functions, each belonging to one of the two independent perturbing

systems :

„ B.
Cj(t).C2(t) ,

,12

(8)

(9)Cj(t) = {<exp(-i Uj(q1)

averaging over R , and C2<t) is obtained from eq. (5) integrating from R to

C. This model closely resembles model B, but more interdependence in the posi-

tions of the molecules is introduced by considering 6 pairs of molecules in

the coordination sphere. Thus, the potential is as in B with the exception

that for each pair (1,2, etc) E. . is taken as E,_(q,,q_) = 0 for IÇi-Çj^ticl

| n^ - Again the correlation function is a pro-for |q.-q_

duct :

w2(q2))t)> (10)

and C (t) is the same as in model B.

D. The rigid lattice structure. This model was only used for the smallest of the

XOH models, picturing the methanol molecule, as the larger models did not fit

into the structure. Here, C . (t) has been calculated straightforwardly from

eq.(2) , as in chapter IV for the diatomic molecules. To account for the ef-

fect of the solvent molecules outside the solvent cage, the function obtained

was multiplied by a function closely resembling C_(t) as described above.

The intermolecular potential E.(q.) is given by a sum of Lennard-Jones (6-12)

contributions : dispersive terms OH..-CC1 (located on the oxygen atom) and

X...CC14, and repulsive terms X...CC14, O..-CC14 and H.-.CCl^ . The c and o va-

lues from which the potential terms were obtained are presented in Table V.l.,

together with data on the vibrational properties of the standard OH group (taken

as the OH stretching of methanol), and with data on the geometry of the three

XOH models. As may be seen from this table, the variation in the X-substituent

was obtained through changes in its van der Waals radius only, keeping its c-
2 2

value constant. To calculate Aw through evaluation of dE/dr and d E/dr , only

the motion of the hydrogen atom was assumed to occur on vibration. To be sure,in

principle one should take atomic displacements in accord with the vibrational

A matrix to represent the actual vibrational motion correctly. It is well known.
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though, from GF calculations that the displacement of the hydrogen atom is by

far the most important motion in the OH-stretching mode.

Besides the correlation functions, also the cumulant averages |s| of the frequen-

cy distribution have been calculated. These are of importance as in the cumulant

expansion of C „(t), such as in eq.(6), the value of K is a measure of the width

of the distribution, and should be equal to the observed second moment of the

OH-stretching band in the pure vibrational spectrum, independent fron the type

of modulation present. Moreover, the ratios K . A , antä K 3 ^

viation from Gaussian and symmetric behaviour respectively.
*

r e f l e c t t n e

V.3. Experimental.

Raman spectra of methanol, t-butanol and adamantanol-1 were recorded in the re-

gion 3750-3500 cm with a Spectra Physics Raman Spectrophotometer equipped with

a Spectra Physics 165 argon-ion laser operated at 488 nm with powers ranging

from 200 to 700 mW. Plasma emission lines of the laser were used both for cali-

bration of the frequency scale and for obtaining the instrumental profile at

different slit widths. In all cases the instrumental profile appeared to be very

close to triangular.

Samples were obtained commercially. Solutions of 1 per cent were used through-

out. Under these circumstances the spontaneous Raman scattering from the OH-

stretching vibration was very low, necessitating long recording tines. For mea-

surements of the halfbandwidths the slits were kept at either 3.6 or 1.8 en

and the apparent halfbandwidths obtained were corrected according to 1161

auf vTi - (11)

To obtain second moments and the slope of the exponential part of the correlat-

ion functions to a reasonable degree of accuracy, we used slits as wide as 6.2

cm . Recalling that a band profile Ha) is convoluted with an instrumental pro-

file S(Ü>'-U>) to the observed bandshape ia(o>') :

la(u')= fl(a) S(oi'-u))duj , (12)

it is readily verified that the second band moment

= J u ' 2 ./Ku) Stu'-üi) du du' /ff Ha) Siui'-ui) du du'

(13)
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Table V . l . Parameters for XOH and CCl^ used in the computations.

OH-oscillator
3855 cm"1 ; m x = 8 7 cm"1 ; D = 42700 cm"1 ; a = 2.212

e e e

fc = 44.3 ; fj(k) = 1.056 ; 1.308 ; a b = 0.75 8 3 ; da/drC =1.02 S 2

Lennard-Jones parameters ' e

r o = 1.4 i , rH = 1.2 % , zQ - 355 K
b ; e = 37 K ,- = 2.94

ECC14 = 327 K ;

r„ = 1.9 8 ; ev = 148 K ; rv„ = 1.43 XX = methyl

X = t-butanol rx = 2.5 8 ; cx = 148 K ; r X Q =2.5

X = adamantanol-1 r = 3.5 8 ; c = 148 K ; r =3.5

The XOH angle was taken as 108 in all cases.

Calculated from gas-phase data on üJn- and Uín:>, from A.Burneau and J.Corset,

Can.J.Chem. 51 (1973) 2059.

Estimate from values on water given in ref-e .

Calculated from Raman intensities , W.Murphy et al. .Appl.Spectrsc. 23

(1969) 211.

Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, R.C.Weast, Ed., (Chemical Rubber) 1972.

J.O.Hirschfelder, C.F.Curtiss and R.D.Byrd, Molecular Theory of Gases and

Liquids, (Wiley,New York) 1966.

N.B. The coefficient for the dispersive OH...CC1. term was kept constant at

-70 aJ A , roughly in between the values calculated from the LJ and the

London dispersion formulae.

Here, M^ and H_ are the second moments of the instrumental profile, and of the

true band.

The value of the correlation function of the OH stretching mode was obtained at

several timepoints by (i) Fourier transforming the observed bandshape and (ii)

dividing by the value of the Fourier transform of the triangular instrumental

profile, given by :

Cs(t) = 2{ l-oos(st))/sV (14)
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From these values an average value of the slope of In C(t) was calculated.

IR spectra of dilute solutions of the three alcohols in CC14 were measured en a

Perkin-Elmer 180 spectrophotometer. The frequency value of the OH-stretching of

adamantanol-1 in the vapour phase, which could not be found in the literature,

was determined on the same instrument to be 3627 t 2 cm .

The numerical integrations were performed on the CDC Cyber 73-28 computer at

the Academic Computer Center of the University of Utrecht.

-O.2
Fig.V.1. Computed real and imaginary components of the correlation functions

for XOH/CC14J liquid structures A ( ) and C < ); curves for

methanol,t-butanol and adamantanol-1 are denoted by m, t and a.
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V.4. Results and discussion.

Computed results for the correlation functions and bandshapes are presented in

figures V.l. and V.2., and in table V.2. Fig .V.l. displays the real and imagin-

ary parts of the correlation functions for the three XOH models used in liquid

structures A and C. Fig.v.2 shows the computed bandshapes for the structures A

and C obtained by Fourier inversion from the correlation functions.

51-

adamantanol
t-buUnd
methanol

-20 -4O - 6 0 -8O
frequencyteirr')

Fig.V.2. Computed bandshapes for XOH/CC1 - liquid structures A( •-) and

C( ); frequencies relative to gasphase values.

The results for model B are quite similar to those for model C. This may be seen

also from table V.2. This table gives a summary of the obtained shapes: mean

frequency value and frequency value with highest intensity ( both in wavenumbers

relative to the gasphase value), halfbandwidths, values of some cumulants and

ratios thereof, the equivalent width |l5| (defined as Jl(oi) du/KO)) and the ra-

tio of equivalent width and half bandwidth. This ratio also reflects whether a

band is closer to Gaussian ( it is {TT/4 In 2} =1.06 for a pure Gaussian) or to

Lorentzian (ratio n/2=1.57 for a pure Lorentzian).

The bands obtained from model A deviate the least from Gaussian. They are very
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wide and show the biggest vapour-solution shift. All other bands show consider-

able deviation from symmetric Gaussian behaviour. Rather long wings are present

on the low-frequency side, as indicated by the a/ß ratios, and by the relative

values of iu and o> in table V.2.
max mean

On increasing the size of the X substituent the deviations becooe stronger. As

fewer solvent molecules can be active in the perturbation of the oscillator, the

necessary conditions for the central limit theorem are less and less met, simply

because part of the space around the oscillator is blocked by the aliphatic sub-

stituent. In our model it is the short-range angle-dependent contribution from

the repulsive part of the intermolecul^r potential that is largely responsible

for the deviation from the expected Gaussian behaviour. Thus, the relative po-

sitions of the solvent molecules closest to the oscillator are of prime impor-

tance for the effect of these repulsive forces. All statistical aodels, where

all molecules may at the same time occupy positions near the energetically most

Table V.2. Computed results for the XOH system.

methanol
A B C

t-butanol
A B C

adamantanol-1
A B C

Cumulants:

K2(rad
2/ps2) 10.5 4.63 3.77

K4(rad
4/ps4) 233 157 57.4

<4/<2
2 2.1 7.4 4.0

8.80 4.14 3.32 7.20 3.46 2.82

215 143 41.1 168 111 29.0

2.8 8.6 3.7 3.2 9.3 3.7

Symmetrie part of the bands:

-tu (cm"1) 46.9 33.5 34.7 42.7 40.4

35.9 19.9 20.2 13.3 31.6

39.1 23.5 23.3 14.9 35.5

1.09 1.18 1.15 1.12 1.12

max
aw, (cm )

W(I) (cm"1)3

28

17

21

1

.4

.7

.7

.22

30.

18.

21.

1.

3

7

9

17

35

27

31

1

.7

.8

.8

.14

25.

15.

19.

1.

2

4

2

25

27

16

19

1

.2

.4

.6

.19

Complete band:

(cm )

50.9 36.7 38.5 42.7 44.4

36.5 21.3 21.6 13.3 32.6

0.79 0.66 0.67 0.77

32.

19.

0.

0

5

61

34

20

0

.3

.3

.65

39.

29.

0.

6

0

74

28.

17.

0.

7

1

61

31

18

0

.2

.1

.63

equivalent width (see text).

asymmetry ratio, for definition see reference 6.
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favourable position for one molecule, will fail in giving an accurate descrip-

tion. In our model C (and to a lesser extent in model B) the possible positions

of the individual solvent molecules are quite restricted in comparison to model

A, causing a strong reduction in both the width and the shift of the OH band.

It. is interesting to note that the results for the models B and C are rather si-

milar. This might indicate that on going to a model, in which a hard sphere inter-

action among all solvent molecules would be included, or in which a known radial

and angular distribution function for the solvent would be employed, no more

drastic changes in width and shift are to be expected in comparison to the mo-

dels B and C. For the completely ordered structure D, the effect of reducing the

number of possible solvent structures to one, highly symmetrical and tightly

packed structure is that a relatively narrow band, strongly shifted from the

gasphase remains.

In comparison to the repulsive forces, the dispersive attractive forces fall off

much slower with distance, and their contribution to the frequency shift is not,

or only slightly angle-dependent. Therefore, the effect of ordering the solvent

on this dispersive contribution is less, and shows up mainly in the reduction of

the value of u . This is one reason why the old :;olvent-shift theories, like
max

the KBH theory, have been fairly successful in those cases where large disper-

sive forces were the main origin of the frequency shift.

Experimental results are collected in Table V.3 and in Fig.V.3. The Raman bands

in figure V.3. represent the W part of the Raman scattering. In all cases the

VH scattering was very weak, after initially subtracting 4/3 VH from the W com-

ponent to obtain the isotropic part of the scattering, this procedure was later

discarded, as the results were very similar to the results obtained straight

from the W spectra within the margin of error. In view of this, and of the

method employed to obtain the data on second moments and correlation times as

described in Section V.3., we believe the given values on second moments to be

correct to 10 per cent, and the values of the halfbandwidths within 0.3 cm" .

Table V.3. presents the data obtained from the spectra together with the values

obtained by IR spectroscopy in this laboratory |6|.

Comparing the experimental Raman and infrared data we note that the Raman band

maxima are all about four wavenumbers higher than the IR maxima, and that the

Raman bands are quite narrower. The observations that the IR bandwidths and
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methanol

t-butonol

adamantanoi

3700 3660 -2Ë2P fr^quencyfafi1)3580

Fig.V.3. Raman bandshapes for methanol, t-butanol and adamantanol-1 in CC1
4

solution (1:100)

second moments are larger than their Raman counterparts, and that the differen-

ces decrease with increasing size of the substituent, lead to the conclusion

that a considerable part of the 1R bandwidth is caused by reorientational relax-

ation mechanisms in the case of methanol, and that even in the solution of ada-

mantanoi some reorientational relaxation is present. This may well be caused by

internal rotation of the OH group around the CO axis. Barriers for internal ro-

tation in alcohols amount to about 1 kcal/mole, which means that at ambient tem-

peratures a significant portion of the oscillators will be executing hindered

rotations, thus reorienting the transition dipole moment vector of the OH-

stretching fundamental.
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Comparing the experimental Raman and the computed values, we find that the cal-

culated trends in gas-solution frequency and in second moment are in accord, and

that the second moments computed for liquid-state models B and C are quite close

to the experimentally determined values. The measured shifts are somewhat less

well reproduced by the calculations. It is also notable that the Raman bands do

show asymmetry towards the low-frequency side, although not quite as strong as

in the calculations. As we have performed these calculations with a standard OH

group, and have varied the size of the substituent only, we feel that the effect

of blocking part of the space around an oscillator by bulky substituents has

been clearly demonstrated here. The OH groups in the three alcohols studied cer-

tainly do differ somewhat from one another, as may be seen from the different

gas-phase frequencies, but these differences are too small to account for the

variation in observed shift and second moment.

The effect of a certain orientational freedom of the three alcohols is not only

present in the differences in second moments and halfbandwidths between IR and

Table V.3. Experimental results from IR and Raman spectra.

gas : ui. (cm )

IR (in CC14):

"max (CB"1>_1

Am. (cm" )

M« (cm )

M2 (rad2/ps2)

Raman (in CC14):

"max (cm~ '
ü)_-üï (cm )
0 max

Auŝ  (cm )

M2 (cm"2)

M2 (rad2/ps2)

3681

3643

38

20

270

9

3648

33

10

125

4

'A.Burneau and J.Corset, Can
JA.R.H.Cole,L.H.Little and A.

a

.8

.6

.8

.4

.J.Chem. 51

.J.Mitchell,

3643b

3616

27

14.1

190

6.7

3620

23

9.5

107

3.8

(1973) 2059

Spectrochim

3627

3607

20

12

105

3.

3610

17

10.

80

2.

.Acta 21

.8

.7

.2

8

(1965) 1169.



Raman measurements. This also shows up in the experimental bandshape of the iso-

tropic (pure vibrational) Raman band. These bands are narrower than the calcula-

ted widths, in spite of the agreement of the second moments. One must conclude

from this that the bands are motionally narrowed to some extent |3|. Taking into

account that this even happens in the adamantanol solution, where only heavy and

slowly rotating and translating molecules are present, we suggest that the in-

ternal OH rotation may be an important modulating mechanism here.

It is interesting to see that although the second moment of the OH stretching

of t-butanol is quite larger than the second moment of the adamantanol OH band,

its halfwidth is slightly smaller. In our opinion this reflects the faster modu-

lation in the t-butanol solution. Recently, several authors |3,12-14| have de-

termined second moments and correlation functions from measured IR and Raman

vibrational bands. These were then fitted to the equation

2,
C (t) = exp( - (exp(-t/Tc -1) + T{,t (15)

in order to deduce T , the correlation time of the modulation. From the product
J, c L

M, T one then concludes whether the modulation is fast ( M_ T « D , is slow
2 c 2 c

( M ^ T » U , or is intermediate. As stated in the introduction, the use of eq.

(15) and thus the value of the correlation times T obtained rests with the un-

derlying assumptions of Gaussian instantaneous distribution and exponential mo-

dulation. The results of our calculations suggest that the first assumption may

not be valid. If we apply eq.(15) we deduce correlation times of 0.38 , 0.24 and

0.24 psec for solutions of adamantanol, t-butanol and methanol, respectively.

Not too much value should be attributed to these times; first, because of the

points raised above concerning the slow modulation distribution, and secondly,

because the separation of vibrational and reorientational relaxation is not

strictly applicable anymore, if the same reorientational mechanism (e.g. intern-

al rotation) is responsible for both the reorientational relaxation and for the

modulation of the frequency perturbation |1,2,5| .

V.5. Summary and conclusion.

We have shown that the distribution of vibrational frequencies for the OH-stretch

of monomeric alcohols in CC1. solution is determined to a large extent by the

geometry of the rest of the molecule, and that the slow modulation distribution

is in many cases non-Gaussian. From our calculations we also conclude that a

model for the solution in which the presence of a first coordination shell of
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the solute is taken into account, yields considerable better results than

BraLoz's |9J original model/ in which all solvent molecules act as completely

independent perturbers. Finally, it should be clear that in cases such as the

present one, in which the slow modulation distribution is significantly non-

Gaussian, the time-development of higher cumulants needs to be considered for

a satisfactory treatment of the complete dephasing correlation function.
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CHAPTER VI

VIBRATIONAL DEPHASING OF C-H STRETCHING VIBRATIONS IN COMPOUNDS

CONTAINING THE CH3 OR THE CHC-H GROUP

Abstract.

Calculations are presented for the dephasing of the symmetric methyl stretching

vibration taking account of the internal rotation of the methyl group in a ri-

gid molecular environment of carbontetrachloride molecules, using two different

liquid state models. The narrowing effect of the fast internal rotation on the

bandshape is demonstrated. The Raman Isotropie spectrum of the methyl stretch-

ing vibration in hexadiyne-2,4 is presented, and its second moment and band-

width are shown to be represented fairly well by the calculations.

The acetylenic C-H stretch of 3,3-dimethylheptyne-1 has also been investigated.

After correction for a hot band on the low frequency side its second moment and

bandshape may be reasonably well reproduced by calculations in the slow modula-

tion limit. The implications for the modulation mechanism of repulsive and at-

tractive forces in liquids are discussed.

VI.1. Introduction.

In a previous paper |l| we measured the orientational [1=1) and Raman isotropic

widths for the symmetric methyl stretching vibration in a number of compounds

dissolved in carbontetrachloride. It was shown that for fairly large molecules

such as H3C-CíC-CHC-CH3 (hexadiyne-2,4 or HDY in this paper henceforth) the re-

orientation is slow as both the 1=1 width (determined from isotropic Rama, and

IR spectra to be 0.3±0.2 cm" ) and the 1=2 width (0.6±0.3 cm" ) indicate re-

orientational correlation times far above 10 psec. On the other hand, the vi-

brational width obtained as the width of the W component of the highly polari-

zed band at about 2920 cm" was determined to be 5.7+0.2 cm" .

In this chapter we concentrate on the nature of the vibrational relaxation of

thip .-node, and also ( as a comparison,too) on the 3310 cm vibration occurring

xn terminal acetylenes. This mode has been studied by IR and spontaneous Raman

scattering in H-C5C-C(CH3>2"
C4Hg < 3,3-dimethylheptyne-l or DHH), a compound in
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which the length of the axis which must reorientate in order to produce reorien-

tational broadening for this mode, and the pertinent moment of inertia, afe lar-

ge enough to prevent this effectively on a short time scale of say 2 psec.

The vibrational relaxation giving rise to the observed widths in the two com-

pounds may be caused by two processes. These are (i) energy relaxation, either

to neighbouring molecules, or to translational and rotational degrees of free-

dom of the heat bath, or to other modes within the same molecule, and (ii) pure

vibrational dephasing.

As to the stretching vibration of the C-H bond, it is hardly likely that energy

relaxation will give rise to a significant portion of the vibrational bandwidth.

As in the case of the OH stretching bands in the previous chapter j 2[ this vi-

bration is strongly localized, there are no close lying vibrational levels in

the molecule itself, or in the solvent CC1., and the frequency of the vibration

is so high ( 3310 era" ) that coupling to the translational-rotational degrees

of freedom must be very inefficient. Thus, dephasing may be considered to be

the dominant process which governs the relaxation. To be sure, only picosecond

spectroscopy experiments |3| could give a decisive answer to this question.We

feel confident, however, that in such isolated systems the energy relaxation is

very slow.

In the compounds containing a CH group the situation is different, although

here, too, the frequency is high enough to prevent dissipation to the bath via

multi-phonon processes, and although the investigated symmetric methyl stretch-

ing vibration is also well localized, energy relaxation may not be so easily

ruled out. From picosecond experiments it is known 13 j for a few compounds con-

taining the methyl group that energy relaxation proceeds at a rate which is in

magnitude comparable to the dephasing rate. In pure liquid CH.CCl, a relaxation

time of 5.2 psec was measured but on dilution with CC1. this increased to 29

psec at a mole fraction of 0.4 |4|. Experiments on ethanol |5,6| have indicated

that in a very short time (of the order of 1 psec) the excitation of the methyl

stretch is exchanged between the various C-H stretching modes, which are close

in energy to the excited level, and that in this process the bending overtone

levels also do participate. The subsequent relaxation to v=l bending mode levels

near 1500 cm then would proceed with a much slower rate (22 psec). Another ex-

perimental result concerns coumarin-6 |7|, a large organic molecule containing

two ethyl groups and a large aromatic system. After excitation of a 2970 cm
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asymmetrie stretching mode energy relaxation was measured to occur with a time

constant of 1.3 psec. Similar experiments which point to the dissipating beha-

viour of methyl groups have been reported by Honson et al.|8|.

Comparing these systems to the system which we investigate, a CH group attach-

ed to a threefold acetylenic bond, we like to point out that (1) in all the

other systems with the exception of CH^CCl., there are many more close lying le-

vels than in the systems studied by us; (2) we have performed our experiments

and calculations for diluted compounds in CC1 ;(3) there should be substantial

torsion and internal rotation potential terms which might act as coupling Hamil-

tonians favouring energy transfer between the various levels in CH CC1- and the

ethyl compounds, while the threefold acetylenic link in HDY provides for an ex-

tremely low barrier (a recent estimate based on microwave investigations gives

an upper value of 4 cm l^j), so that aside from solvent perturbation the in-

ternal rotation can be considered to be completely free. The widths of the asym-

metric stretching and bending modes in compounds of this kind ( 35-40 cm f 11)

in CC1. solution supports this. Altogether we believe that intramolecular and

intermolecular energy relaxation in CC1 solutions of hexadiyne-2,4 should occur

only on timescales of at least 20-40 psec. Again, only picosecond experiments

may provide a definite answer. In the meantime, however, calculations on the ex-

pected magnitude of the bandwidth due to dephasing may also give an indication

as to this answer.

The pure dephasing processes are caused by weak intermolecular interactions

with surrounding CC1 molecules, at any time, these interactions cause a distri-

bution of the perturbed vibrational frequency around a mean, from the gasphase

shifted value. Very often |lO—12 | it is assumed that this distribution is Gaus-

sian as a result of the central limit theorem, and is solely chracterized by

the observed second moment of the band.In the previous chapters we have shown

this assumption to be not valid in a number of cases |2,13J.

in the liquid and solvent the frequency shifts of individual oscillators are

time-modulated due to the translational-rotational motions of solute and solvent

particles. For the case in which the modulation is exponential in time, an ex-

pression for the correlation function C (t) has been deduced |10-12|:

C (t) = exp(-M2(Tc ( exp(-tAc) -1 ) + rct }) . (1)
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If the timescale of the modulation is long in comparison of C _(t) the modula-

tion is called slow, while in the opposite case it is fast. For a number of sy-

stems |10—12,15,16j, notably for small molecules in pure liquids, correlation

times for the modulation have been obtained from experimental isotropic Raman

spectra, and in most cases it is concluded that the modulation is relatively

fast. If, however, in fact the instantaneous distribution has wider wings (more

Lorentzian character), a correlation time obtained from eq.(l) will always be

too small in comparison with the actual dynamics in the solution. According to

Kubo |14| , if higher cumulants play a significant role in the static frequency

distribution, the behaviour of C h(t) at long times will still be exponential,

although the timeconstant of the dephasing will be different from the value

M2x , which is obtained from eq.(1).

Our calculations are performed for dilute solutions in carbontetrachloride.

This molecule may be approximated to be spherical, and as it is rather heavy,

its translational mobility also will be low. We have chosen our solutes HDY and

DMH such that rotation of the transition dipole moment vector lying along the

(local) symmetry axis also will be slow. Therefore, the slow modulation limit

should be fairly applicable to the description of the acetylenic C-H stretch- In

the case of HDY the rapid internal rotation of the methyl group around its sym-

metry axis will be a fast modulating mechanism, which should result in a narrow-

ing of the instantaneous distribution. In our calculations we take this mechanism

into account. We consider two solvent models, one (A) of which is the same as

used by Bratoz and coworkers |l7|, in which all solvent molecules are indepen-

dent perturbers, while the other (B) has only twelve independent solvent molecu-

les within a coordination sphere centered at the carbon-atom of the C-H bonds in

the investigated compounds.In this model all other solvent molecules are re-

stricted to the space around the coordination sphere. This second model has been

previously able |2| to reproduce experimentally obtained second moments for OH-

stretching bands rather well.

VI .2 . Theory.
The v ibra t iona l cor re la t ion function i s given by | l 4 , 1 7 |

t
C (t) = <exp( -if u(q,t') at1) > . (2)
P Ò

Here, oifq,!1) represents the frequency shift of an oscillator relative to its

unperturbed gasphase value in a solvent configuration q at time t1, due to all
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perturbing solvent molecules. The ensemble average ' > is over all variables

which influence uj(q,t'). These are the configurational coordinates q. of every

solvent molecule i, the position of the methyl group at t=0 and its rotational

frequency ui . The rotation is considered semiclassically at first.

Expanding eq.(2) by the cumulant expansion technique following Kubo |l4] yields

•» . n t t t
„(t) = exp J_ ^r- ƒ ƒ • • • ƒ <üi(q.t1)a)(q,t2) uíq.tj^dtjdtj.-.dt^Cph(

n=l n! 0 0

(3)

If <o(q,t') is the sum of independent contributions from various particles, the

cumulant averages can be shown to be the sum of cumulant averages for each con-

tribution. For N identical particles this gives

<U)(q,t1)u(q,t2) . ..u(q,tn)>c = N <u>(qj , tj )<i)(qj ,t2) .. .ui(qj , tfi) >c , (4)

where now iu(q.,t ) denotes the shift due to particle 1 at time t . The frequen-

cy perturbation is for the methyl stretching vibration expressed as a Fourier

series in the angle of rotation of the methyl group relative to solvent particle

I. Taking only the first two terms, and deleting the coordinates q for brevity,

we write

u)(t) = (,i„ + uj..cos{3(u)_t + a- a„) } , (5)
n

cos{3(u) t + a - aQ)

making use of the threefold symmetry. In eq.(5) a is the azimuthal angle between

the distance vector solvent molecule-methyl group and the methyl symmetry axis,

while a- describes the position of the methyl group at t=0. Thus, lo is that

part of the frequency perturbation which remains constant on rotation of the

methyl group, while io contains the variable part.

In the evaluation of eq.(4) in both the solvent models A and B the time integra-

tions can be carried out straightforwardly , using eq. (5) for (u(t), and consi-

dering the rotational frequency ui to be constant over the relaxation period.

After integration, averaging over the variables a and a„ may be performed quite

easily (this removes all terms arising from an odd number of time points in the

averages), and finally over the rotational states j which determine the internal

rotational frequency in . If we take, for example, the leading term in the n-th

cumulant, then after averaging the result may be expressed as:

ij ƒ-.. ƒ <.(t1)...u)(tn)> d V . . d t n =
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m=n//2

I
m=0

n-2m

22m(n-2m): (m!)2
_ < t ) . 16)-

where the functions X-h-it

states, and are given by

have resulted from the averaging over the rotational

*2mv

j=0

ii8_A_jf_tf r / . ii8 A j 2 1 2 n2"1 , a .2 / w , .
iJ J j (sm f I exp(-A] ABT) /

. 2 ,J, g expí-AjVk T). (7)
j=0 J

The ensemble averages in eq.(6) are the one-particle configurational averages

over the solvent coordinates r and 6 ($ having been included in a and a.). In

eq.(7) g. is the degeneracy of the internal rotational state j, A= h /8n I

where I is the moment of inertia for the rotation of the methyl group around
r 2 h

its symmetry axis, and k is Boltzmann's constant. Replacing (2 Aj /I ) by u ,

the classical frequency of rotation in state j, and the simulation in eq. (7) by

a continuous integral (which changes very little in the final results), we find

that

X2m(t) = ƒ sin(3urt)/3iurt }
2m ƒ

'S)

The Y-> (t) functions represent the rapid modulation of that part oi the freqüên-
cia

cy perturbation which changes on rotation of the methyl group. In fig.VI.1. we

have plotted the first four of these functions. As m increases the functions de-

cay more rapidly towards zero. Por long times (above 1 psec) it may be shown ea-

sily that all functions XT— decay as 1/t, and assume the value of

X2m<« • ft dx (9)

The final expression for C ,(t) takes on slightly different forms as to which

of the two solvent models is used.

In solvent model A all solvent molecules are completely independent. Then the

curaulant averages reduce to their leading term, which are simple averages in

the limit N->-=°, V-»"», N/V=p, p being the particle density, because all products

of averages occurring in the cumulant go to zero. Then, taking in the expansion
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1.0 1.5
time (psec) »

Fig.VI.1. Plot of the functions X2m<t> f o r m=1,2 ,3 ,4 .

a l l terms with the same value of m together, we arrive at:

CÖ2 J, ^
= eXp[N |<exp(-i.ot). J J T ) 2 " " di

If we use the more realistic solvent model B with 12 molecules close to the

solute, the correlation function becomes to be the product of two independent

componen ts:

cj* <t> = C (t).C.(t), (11)

ph 1 2

where Cj(t) is due to the 12 molecules in the first coordination sphere, and

C2(t) represents the dephasing oroginating from the long-range intermolecular
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forces between the solute and all solvent molecules outside the coordination

region R . Shifts

we have from |17|

region R . Shifts due to these interactions surely are slowly modulated,~and

C2(t) = expj N < exp(-iu)ot)> -1 } (12)

evaluating the average over the region of space outside R^ and letting N-»"> .

C. (t) can be obtained straightforwardly from eqs.(3) to (9), taking care that

now all connected averages in the cumulants are included |16|- After having

taken again all terms with the same value of m together, one arrives at :

Cj(t) =l< exp(-iü) t ) . J. (y)
• • m— Cl

where the averaging now is over R .

"X2m <t,
(13)

The term exp(-iw t) in eqs.(10) and (13) represents the dephasing due to the

stationary part of the frequency perturbation; due to the rapid decay of x-, (t)

this is the only term which remains of interest in the calculation of the cor-

relation functions. At these times, all shifts due to the various orientations

of the rotating methyl group have averaged out. Only if eq.(7) is followed for

the evaluation of the Xn functions , some influence of these orientations will

still be present because of the occupation of the internal rotational level with

j=0 (no rotation at all), but its effect on the overall bandshape is negligible.

The correlation functions for the C-H stretch of DMH in CC1. were calculated in
4

the complete slow modulation limit ( no internal rotation is possible here) frcm

eq.(12) in solvent model A, averaging over all space, and from

C
P h ( t ) =

112 (14)

in solvent model B , C_(t) being obtained in exactly the same way from eq. (12)

as above for the solution of HDY .

VI .3 . Specif icat ion of the intermolecular po t en t i a l and of so lu te

parameters.

Before calculations can be carried out, one needs to consider the nature of the

intermolecular potential and i t s effect on the vibrational frequency. If the os-

cillators are seen as performing anharmonic vibrations in a Morse potential per-
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turbed by an external potential E, the shift of the vibrational frequency of an

individual oscillator is given by 113 J

m(q) = (3/4ahc) (ui /D) fj(k) (dE(q,S)/dS)g +

(l/4a2hc) (U) /D) f_(k) (d2E(q,S)/dS2) , (15)
g *£ o

where oi is the gasphase frequency value, a and D are Morse parameters, f 1 and

t depend on the number of permissible vibrational levels (k-1,/2 | l 3 | , and
2 2dE/dS and d E/dS are the derivatives of the intermolecular potential E with

respect to the relevant symmetry coordinate S evaluated at i t s equilibrium value

S . The intermolecular potential is a 6-12 Lennard-Jones potential, specified in

Table VI.1. . As to the nature of the attractive interactions we took these as

Table VI.1. Lennard-Jones parameters for propyne-CCl. interactions.

Attractive terms:

e = 56 Ka ; r = 1.65 8 ; e = 327 KC ; r = 2.94 8 C ,-
C H 3 C H 3 c c i

4
 CC14

£C(sp atoms) ~ K ' rc(sp)~ " ;

the attractive term for the acetylenic C-H bond was taken as 1/3 of the

term for the CH, group.

Repulsive terms:

1 8 5 * b '• rc(sp) • »-8 8 b ,

the repulsive term for the sp carbon atom was neglected.

estimated from conformational analysis on peptides |28|; estimated from

data on acetylene |23|; C ref. j23|.

arising solely from dispersive forces, and neglected inductive forces arising

from the dipole moments on the C-H bonds. An order of magnitude assessment sup-

ports this : using as ionization potentials for both CCl. and the CH, group
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a value of 15 eV , and for the polarizabilities 10.5 8 3 and 1.95 8 3 1231, we

find for the coefficient of the dispersive energy from the London-formula-the

value of 37 aJ 8 ; taking the dipole moment over the CH to be at most 1 D ,

the coefficient of the inductive energy v a yields 1.1 aJ 2 . The coefficient

which arises from the Lennard-Jones parameters for CC1 -CH, interaction as given

in Table VI.1. yields 69.8 aJ 8 . Although this is about twice as high as the

coefficient obtained from the London formula, these values support the attribu-

tion of the intermolecular forces here as being mainly due to dispersive inter-

actions. Therefore, the derivatives of the attractive part of the intermolecular

potential could be related to the derivatives of the polarizability da/ds, and
2 2

d ot/dS (which was set zero) . The derivatives of the repulsive part of the po-

tential were computed numerically by applying a small distortion in accord with

the symmetry coordinate.

The calculations were carried out for a propyne model, for which the geometrical

and vibrational properties are well established. Surely, with regard to the ef-

fects of the solvent on the observed stretches of HDY and DMH this is allowed.

The parameters in eq.(15) which pertain to the vibration itself have been obtain-

ed from data on propyne. For the single C-H stretch they are readily derived

from the observed frequencies of \> , 2v. and 3v, (20,21|, and from literature

values of the polarizability and derivatives thereof |22,23 j. For the symmetric

methyl stretch the situation is more complicated. In propyne as in other methyl

compounds this vibration is in fairly strong Fermi-resonance with both 2v . and

2\>7 (bending mode overtones) , and is therefore shifted from its pure value.

There are no overtone frequencies available to obtain the anharraonicity parame-

ters a and D, which play a prime role in the magnitude of the frequency shifts

from eq.(15). From the values of the frequency of v and 2v, in CD HC=CH (the

isolated and unperturbed C-H stretch) measured by Duncan et al. |24| a value of

(D x = -66.1 cm is found, or an anharmonicity of 0.0428. However, it is doubt-

ful whether this value can also be used for the symmetric stretch in normal pro-

pyne. One may well argue, that in the symmetric stretch all three C-H bonds show

smaller amplitudes than the single bond in CDjHC^CH, and thus that higher order

force constants contribute less to the effective potential, resulting in lower

anharmonicity |25J. On the other hand, Duncan et al.|19) use a same anharmonici-

ty for all C-H stretches in their normal coordinate treatments of propyne, and
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Table VI.2. Vibrational properties of CĤ  and CH stretches for

propyne.

u e (cm"1)

ui x (cm
e e

De (cm )

a (R ï

k

f j (k)

f2(k)

a (X )

do/ds (X2

a
see text;

DHH

3436-11jlg_21|

) -50.8Í

58100

1.674

67.6

1.036

1.180

0.65 ]23]

) 1.04

estimated from da/dS

HDY(xs=0.0350)

3016'

-52,

43100

1.

57.

1.

1.

1.

1.

values

a

.8a

.750

.1

.043

,215

.95 |23|

,80b

for single

HDY(xs=0.0428)

3040a

-65.0a

35500

1.942

46.8

1.053

1.267

1.95 |23|

1.80b

C-H bonds |22|.

of the methyl halides |26|, as best results for the product rules in the sym-

metry classes are obtained with this choice. We have performed the calculations

for two anharmonicity values, 0.0428 as obtained for the isolated C-H stretch,

and a value chosen at 0.0350 , somewhat lower following the arguments presented

above. Using these values for x the parameters a and D were obtained from the

unperturbed frequency ID ( 2910 cm |l9|) =

dl x = -to / 2 ( l - x ) ; oi =ti3 - 2d) x Ï D =-Ü) /4ÜJ x ;ee g s eg ee e e e

's= .2436 i i ) ex e /{uH+u c( l+ 2 cos 6„) } (16)

&m being the HCH angle in propyne |19|. The values of k, fj and i^ were calculat-

ed using the equations given in chapter IV 1131. The relevant parameters have

been collected in Table VI.2. .

VI.4. Experimental.

Both compounds were synthesized at the Organic Chemistry Laboratory at this Uni-

versity . Before preparing the solutions in CC14 (about 5 mol %) DMH was distil-

led slowly and HDY was sublimated slowly to remove impurities. The Raman spectra

were recorded with a Spectra Physics 700 Raman spectrophotometer equipped with a

The author thanks Dr.L.Brandsma and Mr.H.Verkruysse for submitting the
compounds.
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Spectra Physics 165 argon-ion laser (488 nm) with powers of 400-650 mW. Infra-

red spectra were measured with a Perkin-Elraer 421 spectrophotometer- Both the

Raman W and VH were measured for the determination of the second moments with

wide triangular slits to reduce noise, and to obtain accurate isotropic spectra

especially far into the wings. The isotropic spectrum of HDY in the C-H stretch-

ing region was obtained from

W " = rw<u) - 4/3 W"» • (17)

Although this band is highly polarized (p= 0.05) and though its anisotropic com-

ponent has nearly the same bandshape, the occurrence in the spectrum of the

weak asymmetric methyl stretches at 2970 cm does not permit to use the W

spectrum only. As the asymmetric,very broad band is completely depolarized, it

gives no contribution to the isotropic spectrum. At about 2850 cm the polari-

zed overtone of the methyl bending mode was present, overlapping the wings of

the symmetric band slightly. Therefore, the second moment was determined from

the high frequency side.

The isotropic spectrum of the C-H band of DMH was taken to be equal to the W

spectrum. This band» too, was highly polarized, and the observed bandwidth of

the IR spectrum was almost equal to that of the W spectrum. As the VH spectrum

was very weak/ and an accurate determination would have necessitated long recor-

ding times and high laser powers, we did not correct the W spectrum for it. To

obtain the second moment of this band we had to remove the well-known hot band

(in propyne v +u -v f 201 > which appears in the IR and Raman spectra of all

terminal acetylenes at some 20 cm below the main band, and which is associated

with an anharmonic coupling with the doubly degenerate bending mode occurring

near 630 cm" in these compounds. As the character of this hot band is the same

as of the fundamental (this is also apparent from the anharmonicity of this band

which can be obtained from the frequencies of Vj + v. - v and 2v *i -\L | 201 .

and which is almost exactly equal to the anharmonicity of the pure v,. Thus,the

vibrational properties of this band which enter eq.(I5) are the same as for «,).

we assumed the bandshape and second moment for this hotband to be the same as

for the fundamental, and removed its effect by subtraction, using 2 exp(- c)

as intensity ratio. In fact, when using higher or lower intensity ratios, the

calculated fundamental showed a slight dip, or hump, at the frequency of this

hot band.
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All measured second moments were corrected for the effects of finite slitwidth

by simply subtracting s /6, this being the value of the second moment for a tri-

angular slit with width s 121. Due to the various approximations and corrections

and the inherent difficulties of second moments the values obtained cannot be

too precise. Rather than stating a believed accuracy we would like to see them

as lower estimates. The true second moments may be somewhat larger.

Observed bandwidths, measured with slits of 1.8 cm~ were corrected for the slit

using the formula given in Appendix A |27|.

The computations were carried out on the CDC Cyber 73/28 of the University of

Utrecht. In the calculations of eqs. (10) and (13) «e could suffice with terms

up to ra=4 for times shorter than 0.8 psec. Por longer times we had to take up

to 60 terms into account in order to reach convergence down to 1 part in 10 .

VI.5. Results and discussion.

Computed results for the bandshapes and moments are presented in Table VI.3.and

figs. VI.2-4, together with experimental results. In fig.VI.2. both real and

imaginary parts of the correlation functions of the two bands in solvent models

10

time(pscc)

Pig.VI.2. Real and imaginary correlation functions computed from eqs.(10)

(14); HDY symmetric stretch, model B; -•---, same, model A;

- - - - , DMH acetylenic stretch, in model B; +—+ , same, in

model A.
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Table VI.3. Computed and experimental results.

ui (cm )
max
Aui, (cm )

M2 (rad2/ps2)

M2 (cm"2)

W/A b

Ad) (cm )

A (Op c/Ad) L

Tc (psec)

A

-24.

20.

7.

212

1.

34.

1.

3

2

5

20

2

69

DMH

B

-13.

9.

3.

94

1.

22.

2.

8

7

3

25

8

35

exj

-20.

11.

3.

110

1.

24.

2.

0.

0.

0

1

9

36

7

22

27

53

HDY(x

A

-26.

16.

5.

145

1.

28.

1.

.6

6

2

16

3

70

=0.0350)

B

-16

7.

2.

62

1.

18.

2.

.6

.0

.2

,26

5

64

HDYÍX

A

-29,

18.

6.

174

1.

31.

1.

.7

.4

.2

,16

0

68

=0.0428)

B

-18.

7.

2.

73

1.

20.

2.

5

8

6

25

1

57

exp.

-17

5

2

60

1

18

3

0

0

.7

.1

.37

.1

.18

.26

.37

relative to gasphase value (experimental values for propyne).

ratio of equivalent width ( see chapter IV) and Aw. ; this ratio is 1.57 for

a pure Lorentzian, and 1.06 for a pure Gaussian band .

halfbandwidth of pure Gaussian with second moment M„ in same column.

parameters from fit to eq.(l) at long times.

A and B are plotted. The anharmonicity used in the computation of the correla-

tion function in fig.VI.2. and in the bandshape of fig.VI.3c. was 0.0350 . The

computed CH, stretch band with anharmonicity 0.0428 is qualitatively quite simi-

lar, although the influence on the magnitude of the calculated properties is

clear from table VI.3. The calculated bandshapes presented in figs. VI.3c. and

VI.4b. have been obtained from the correlation function through Fourier inver-

sion. We will now turn to a comparison of the observed and computed shapes and

other parameters which characterize the intensity distribution.

1. All parameters calculated through the use of solvent model A are too large in

comparison to the observed values. Therefore, we will restrict the discussion

here to the results obtained with model B.

2. Although, as stated in section VI.4., the observed second moments should be

regarded as lower bounds, the experimental values for both the HDY and the

DMH band are quite in line with the computed values. Unfortunately, there are
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only very few experimentally determined second moments available to compare

our results with. Yarwood et al. |11| have given a value of 47 cm" for the

Vj of CH3CN dissolved in CC14 at molefraction .' 06 and of 77 cm" at mole-

fraction 0.01 . The mechanical and electrical properties of the CH, group in

both compounds are quite similar. Although the total intermolecular potential

between on one hand CH-CN and CC1., and on the other hand HDY and CC1. , may

be quite different, the derivatives of this potential with respect to the re-

levant symmetry coordinates entering into eq.(15) will be quite similar. Also

the local solvent structure around the methyl group should be more or less

alike in the two solutions, as it is determined to a great extent by the re-

Raman spectrum

— I w

2900 2840

isotrop* spectrim

2900 2840

computed bandshapes

2960 2900 2840

Fig.VI.3. (A) W and VH Raman spectra of HDY in CC14 ; (B) Isotropie Raman

spectrum of HDY in CC1. ,- (C) Computed bands in model A ( •-)

and model B ( ).
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3350 3300 3250

Fig.VI.4. (A) W Raman spectrum of DMH in CC1. plus main and hotband compo-

nents ; (B) Computed profile in liquid model A ( •-) and B ( ).

pulsive forces (which give the molecules their "shape) . Thus, one expects a

correspondence between the second moments of these bands which is in accord
-2

with our experimental value of 60 cm .

3. The computed bands show serious deviations from Gaussian behaviour as would

be required by the central limit theorem. In fact, the central part of the

observed and computed bands are much alike, as is clear from the figures and

the halfbandwidths in table VI.3. . The observed bands, however, show strong-

er wings, and more Lorentzian character than the computed bands do, as the

values of the ratio of equivalent width and halfbandwidth bear witness to.
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To pursue this somewhat further, we also have given in table VI.3. the value

of T which results from applying eq.(l) to the long time portion of the ex-
C !j

perimental correlation function, and the value of the product M T which is

a measure of the type of modulation present I 10-121. When this product is

much smaller than 1 the modulation is called fsst, and when it is much larger

than 1 the modulation is slow. The values of K^ T in the last row or table

VI.3. show that application of eq.(1) indicates modulation of an intermediate

type. The motional narrowing is then apparent from the ratio of the Gaussian

width consistent with the M, value, and the actual bandwidth.

However, the calculations performed by us do show, that taking into account

all higher cumulants also results in a significant narrowing of the band in

comparison to the Gaussian width which is compatible with the second moment.

This indicates, as in the earlier chapters, that the correlation times T ob-

tained from eq.(1) are too short. The bandshapes calculated by us using a

slow modulation regime with the exception of the methyl rotation, only fall

short in reproducing the bandshape into the wings, indicating some motional

narrowing but not as fast as would appear from the presented T values. This

is consistent, as the wings, representing the most extreme situations, cer-

tainly will first experience the influence of onsetting modulation.

4. The observed shift for the HDY band is nicely reproduced by the computations,

but the computed shift for the DMH C-K stretch is somewhat too low. As to

the observed shift of the HDY methyl stretch one should keep in mind, however

, that both the frequency in i-~r. - gasphase and in solution are shifted from

their pure value by the above mentioned resonances, but not necessarily to

the same extent. In fact, the distance between the maxima of v_ and 2v of

propyne is indeed in CC1. solution about 4 cm larger than in the gasphase

(65 cm vs. 61 cm ). Thus, the actual shift of the pure methyl stretch

from gas to solution is unsure, and the agreement in table VI.3. may be a bit

fortuitious.

5. Comparing the calculated shift, width and second moment for the two computed

bands we note that the shift computed for the DMH band is somewhat smaller

than for the HDY bands, while the width and the second moment are larger, in

spite of the smaller anharmonicity of the DMH stretch. Two effects are respon-

sible for this. One is that the fast- internal rotation of the methyl group

has caused some narrowing. Comparison with a calculation in which this rotation
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was suppressed, showed the narrowing to be about 1.8 cm . The second effect

arises because of the simultaneous motion of the three CH bonds in the -symme-

tric stretch. It appears that the repulsive effects due to the three hydrogen

atoms tend to compensate each other in the computation of rlE/dS .

What do these observations and calculations tell us about the intermolecular

forces in these solutions ? Both the shifts of the intensity maxima relative to

the gasphase, and the frequency distribution around this shifted maximum are

brought about by both attractive (frequency lowering) and repulsive (mostly fre-

quency raising) forces. The strong negative shift in the observed and computed

bands, of the order of 20 cm point to the dominance of attractive forces in

the perturbative process. These attractive forces are much slower modulated than

the harsh repulsive forces, moreover so, because (i) as shown in section VI.3.

they are mainly due to dispersive interactions which are not very much orienta-

tionally dependent, and (ii) they are acting on a much longer range because of

their r dependence.

Thus, the frequency shifts induced by these terms will be more or less constant

during the time that a specific cluster of solvent molecules around the active

solute exists before translational jumps (estimated to occur on timescales of

the order of 5-10 psec as discussed in section IV.4 , p.33) destroy this arran-

gement.

The dominance of the attraction in the intensity distribution for the HDY bands

may also be seen from the narrowing of 1.8 cm brought about by the internal

methyl rotation. From table VI.1. it is readily seen that only repulsive H..CC1

interactions are modulated by the rotation. Comparing this 1.8 cm~ to the total

bandwidth of 7.0 cm resp, 7.8 cm the relative small influence of the repulsi-

ve forces in these systems is again demonstrated.

VI.6. Conclusion.

1. In our calculations we have come quite close to reproducing the observed band

for the 3310 cm C-H stretching vibration in DMH. As discussed extensively,

the probability of this band being broadened additionally by energy relax-

ation must be quite low, and only dephasing occurs. In the computation of the

bandshape for the methyl symmetric stretching band in HDY the same potential

parameters are used. The calculated dephasing width can thus not be too far



from the actual contribution of this process to the isotropic Raman band-

shape. Therefore, we conclude that additional broadening of this transition

by energy relaxation in CC1 solution cannot be of the same magnitude as the

dephasing process.

2. The very short correlation times obtained by applying eq.(1) to systems like

the present ones cannot be very realistic. In systems, where important dis-

persive forces are present, certainly the modulation times for the parts of

the shifts arising from the attractive and from the repulsive forces should

be quite different, and taken account of separately. Besides, calculations

such as reported here point to the importance of higher cumulants. Finally,

it must be considered a serious disadvantage of the theory leading to eq.(I)

that it does not yield values of the first moment ( the gas-solvent shift),

as the magnitude and sign of this moment also contain pertinent information

as to the nature of the perturbative process leading to dephasing.
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CHAPTER VII

ANALYTICAL ASPECTS OF BANDSHAPE THEORY

VII. 1. Contributions from various processes and the bandshape.

From the previous chapters it has become clear that in vlbrational spectroscopy

the bandshape of isolated transitions can be described in terms of a number of

relaxation processes, each of which contributes to the total observed bandshape.

These processes and their time-evolution as described by the respective correla-

tion functions are:

a. reorientational relaxation with correlation function C ~ (t) in the infrared,
„1=2 ,

and c (t) in the anisotropic Raman spectrum.

b. vibrational relaxation, given by C (t) , and to be divided into:

. population relaxation C (t) ,

. phase relaxation connected with resonant energy transfer C (t) , and

. pure dephasing C , (t)

If these processes are independent from each other, the total correlation func-

tions pertaining to the observed spectral densities are:

-1=1 ,
CIR ( t ) =Crot(t)-Cvib(t>

C R a > > " Cvib(t>

( infrared spectrum)

( isotropic component of Raman spectrum)

( anisotropic component of Raman spectrum),

where it has to be kept in mind that only in the case of totally symmetric vi-

brations there is a non-zero isotropic component. The complete vibrational cor-

relation function is a product of the three functions pertaining to the three

vibrational relaxation processes mentioned above :

Cvib ( t ) Cpop ( t )- Cres ( t )- Cph ( t )

The spectral bandshapes corresponding to these processes are the Fourier trans-

forms of the respective correlation functions. Applying the convolution theorem

we note that the Fourier transrorra of a product of functions yields a convolu-

tion of the Fourier transforms of the individual functions. This means that the

overall infrared bandshape is given by :
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Here the factors I (10) , I (ui) etc. are the bandshapes due to the individual
pop res

processes mentioned above.

Now, in the case often encountered in practice, that in the central part of the

bandshape the various contributions are close to Lorentzians, it may be shown

readily that the total halfbandwidth (here always seen as the full width at half

height) of the convolution is equal to the sum of the halfbandwidths due to the

various components. So in the infrared spectrum it is a reasonable approximation

to write

. IR . vib „ rot,1=1
ALO, = Aw, + Aaj, ,

while the isotropic and anisotropic Raman widths may be put

, iso . vib
Atii, = åta.

, ani , vib , rot,1=2
, and Au, = Aco, + AOJ,

— = 10.6 psec.cm
TTC

These relations have been used in Chapter III to separate the contributions to

the bandwidth due to reorientational and vibrational relaxation in the shapes of

the methyl stretching vibration in some compounds, dissolved in carbontetra-

chloride.

It may be easily shown that in the case of fairly Lorentzian bands, the half-

bandwidth Aw, is related to the co relation time T (defined as the time in which

the correlation function decays to 1/e) of its Fourier transform by

Aw, . T

the correlation time being given in psec and the halfbandwidth in wavenumbers.

However, if a correlation time is obtained from the decay of an intensity in a

picosecond spectroscopy experiment, the relation Aw, .T = T—= 5.3 psec.cm

should be used, as the decay of <qv(0) qV(t)> is measured in this case.

Thus,a process with a correlation time over 10 psec will contribute less than

one wavenumber to the total width of a band. Due to the uncertainties in measur-

ing infrared and Raman bandshapes correctly, and of the approximations involved

in obtaining these relations, we will in the following assume that processes

slower than 10 psec play no important role in the broadening of the vibrational-

rotational bands.
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VII. 2. An assessment of the relative importance of the different

processes.

The research reported in this thesis was meant to shed some light on the possi-

bility of using bandshape information in the course of compound identification

or structure elucidation from vibrational spectra,and on the origins of band

broadening. In regard to this the following comments can be made:

1. It is most practical to investigate spectra from dilute solutions in inert

solvents. Prom a strictly theoretical point of view argon or nitrogen matri-

ces are beatiful environments. Due to the very low temperature and the che-

mical and physico-chemical inertness the bandwidths are very narrow. Besides,

these solvents have no infrared active fundamentals. From a more practical

point of view, however, carbontetrachloride is, apart from its toxicity, also

an excellent solvent. Due to its high symmetry, there are only few active

fundamentals, and due to the large mass of the chlorine atom they all lie be-

low 800 cm ; its lowest electrical moment is its octopole moment, so any po-

lar interactions will be very weak. Actually it is only due to the relatively

high polarizability of the CC1. molecule that induced and dispersive effects

become so important that a wide variety of compounds is yet readily soluble

in this solvent.

We have performed the experiments reported here in CC1. solutions; the same

solvent has also been used in the extensive frequency-structure investiga-

tions made in our laboratory |l|. Therefore, we will confine the rest of

these comments to solutions in CC1 .

2. Resonant broadening as described by Dõge 12 j and van Woerkom et al.J 31 de-

pends on the concentration of the active species in the solvent. When this

concentration is low (less than 10 mol %) this process may be neglected. Even

in pure liquids it amounts usually to no more than 3 wavenusibers for very in-

tense bands, the contribution being dependent on the intensity through a fac-

tor (dy/dQ) in the case of transition dipole-transition dipole coupling j 3 J _

3. As to intermolecular population relaxation through non-resonant energy trans-

fer we think that this can safely also be neglected for vibrations which are

far removed in the spectrum from the CC1 - transitions (vibrations above 1000

cm ). More extensive arguments are presented in the chapters IV and VI.In

large molecules the intramolecular relaxation may not so easily be discarded.

In general, its efficiency is determined by the density of states near the
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excited level, and by the anharmonic intramolecular potential terms coupling

these states. Unfortunately there are very few vapor-phase picosecond spec-

troscopy experiments described in the literature as of today which might

lead to a more quantitative assessment. One experiment |4| describes the po-

pulation relaxation from an excited overtone methyl stretching level at 5850

cm in coumarin-6, a large organic (dye)molecule with two vicinal ethyl

groups and a large number of aromatic protons. As the fundamental frequency

of C-H bending vibrations usually is about one half the frequency of C-H

stretching modes, one may easily see that near the excited overtone stretch-

ing level there will be many other overtone levels. Thus the density of sta-

tes near 5850 cm should be very high in this molecule. Due to the large an-

harmonicity of the c-H potential function many of these states should be cou-

pled to some extent. The authors |4| give a relaxation time of 4 psec , equi-

valent to a contribution of some 1.3 cm to the bandwidth. From this one

might infer that intramolecular energy relaxation from isolated fundamental

excited levels may be unimportant in practice. For large molecules no easy

assessment is a. priori possible.

4. In very many cases it may thus be concluded that pure phase relaxation is the

dominant vibrational relaxation process. Its contribution to the width may

vary considerably. Qualitatively one may say that this contribution depends

on three factors:

a. the anharmonicity of the vibration. As is apparent from eqs.(12) and (13)

in chapter IV anharmonicity plays a key role. Thus for example hydrogen

stretching vibrations will be broadened considerably.

b. the localization of the vibration within the molecule. If a vibration is

localized at the "outskirts" of a molecule and easily "accessible" for a

large number of solvent molecules, it will be broadened more than if this

is not the case.

c. if the local structure and environment "seen" by the oscillator changes

rapidly (say in less than a psec) the instantaneous frequency shift of

this oscillator will be modulated fast, and the band will be motionally

narrowed.

It is not very easy to make an a priori assessment of all these factors for

a given vibration. It is hoped that the presented data in the previous chap-

ters may provide some insight into a specific case together with these quali-
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tative notions. All together the width due to dephasing may vary from about

-1
0.5 cm to about 10-15 cm .

5. Reorientational relaxation in infrared spectra will amount to some 0 - 5 cm

depending on the length of the molecular axis parallel to the transition di-

pole moment vector. This axis is only in favourable cases of fairly high sym

metry immediately apparent from the molecular geometry and the symmetry spe-

cies to which the vibration under consideration belongs. If the length of

this axis is more than 7 S , reorientational broadening may be neglected in

practice. The reorientational contributions to widths in the anisotropic

Raman spectra are always somewhat larger than in the IR spectra. As the mole-

cule becomes larger, the reorientation will be more and more of a Brownian

diffusion type, occurring in small angular steps. The Raman anisotropic re-

orientational width then will be about three times the IR reorientational

width |5|.

VII.3. Some conclusions.

The complexity of the factors governing the vibrational bandshape and the rela-

tively small amount of available empirical data on series of related molecules,

render it only in favourable cases possible to derive structural information

from bandshapes. Let us compare the situation for a moment to the structural in-

formation from frequency values. Here, the theoretical "forward" problem (deri-

ving the vibrational frequencies from a known molecular structure) is well sol-

ved, and in practice reasonable accurate frequencies can be calculated for such

molecules as ß-methylmethylcrotonate {ö[, only limited by the size of molecules

that a computer can handle. The origin of small frequency differences from one

molecule to another is rather well understood |7|_ Even in this case the "inver-

se" problem (deriving a molecular structure from an ODserved infrared and/or

Raman spectrum) presents already ambiguities and difficulties such as for exam-

ple encountered in the cis/trans distiction for oc,ß-dialkyl substituted unsatu-

rated methyl esters |8|.

In the case of infrared intensities, the theoretical formalism is well known,

but calculations and predictions of intensities, even in the gasphase, still

present great difficulties although progress is being made |9j. Research into

the transferability of molecular polar parameters pertinent to intensities from

one molecule to another is still in an early stage. Thus, as of yet only quali-
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tative conclusions may be drawn from the intensities in vibrational spectra.

With respect to bandshapes the situation is even worse. Although the theoretical

principles are reasonably well understood, effective computation of the contri-

butions by the various processes is still far off. The "inverse" problem then

clearly presents formidable difficulties.

Three favourable cases will be distinguished here.

a. If both an IR and an isotropic bandshape from Raman scattering can be obtain-

ed for the same transition, then a procedure as outlined in chapter III may

be of value to assess the length of an axis which undergoes reorientation, or

the moment of inertia perpendicular to it.

b. If a band in the IR spectrum is very wide, say over 20 cm , then aside from

hydrogen bonding phenomena, or the presence of various conformers, very

rapid reorientation may be the cause. The IR spectra of compounds with a

(freely) fast rotating methyl group as presented in chapters III and VI are

an example of this. This rapid reorientation either points to very small mo-

lecules, or to virtually free internal rotation by functional groups with a

small reduced moment of inertia relative to the axis around which the rota-

tion takes place.

c. If a band in the IR or in the Raman spectrum is very narrow ( say of the or-

der of 1 cm" ), then all possible relaxation processes proceed very slowly.

This allows conclusions about the reorientation (very slow) and thus about

the pertinent molecular axis, and about the factors governing phase relax-

ation (either a very harmonic vibration, or a vibration shielded from the

solvent, or a very fast modulated perturbation by the solvent, or all three

of these factors), which also may be of some value.

We conclude that bandshape analysis is of limited value in the elucidation of

molecular structure from vibrational spectra. The main interest connected to

bandshape studies has been and will be lying in a better understanding of a num-

ber of fundamental processes on the molecular level, connected with intermole-

cular interactions. In this regard Raman spectroscopy offers unique opportuni-

ties through the different inherent polarization properties, making possible

the separate observation of rotational and vibrational effects in suitable ca-
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APPENDIX A

DEPENDENCE OF BANDSHAPE AND DEPOLARIZATION RATIO ON SLITWIDTH

Abstract.

A simple correction formula is presented for obtaining true Lorentzian halfband-

widths from convolutions with triangular slits. The correction is shown to be

applicable to a number of other convolutions. Also, the dependence of the depo-

larization ratio in terras of peak heights is investigated.

A.I. Introduction.

In infrared and Raman spectroscopy the recorded bands are convolutions of the

actual, "true" band and an apparatus function, in which the slitfunction predomi-

nates. For many reasons one may be interested in the true rather than in the ap-

parent bandshape. Several deconvoluting processes have been described in the

literature |l-4|, but unless the spectrometer yields digital data, one has to

digitize by hand, which is very tine-consuming when many bands are involved.

Often, though, one is not interested in the bandshape as a whole, but in the

true half bandwidth (full width at half height or PWHH) as the most important

descriptive bandshape parameter. In our investigations we have found that in ma-

ny cases the PWHH can be conveniently calculated from the apparent halfbandwidth

by means of a simple formula. Furthermore, the equations encountered led us to a

formula which adequately describes the behaviour of the depolarization ratio in

terms of peak heights of Raman bands as a function of slitwidth.

A.2. Halfbandwidths.

Very often a vibrational bandshape can be approximated by the Lorentzian

b 2 + ( ( d - u ) 0 ) 2
(1)

with a maximum equal to a/b at ui and a FWHH equal to 2b. The slitfunction can

be closely represented by

5(»'-,l =

S( iu ' - co) = 0

for |ui - w' | <L s

for I ui - id' I > s

(2a)

(2b)
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where s is the slitwidth, and»1 indicates the frequency setting of the spectro-

meter. The resulting convoluted apparent bandshape is given by

Ia(lü') = ƒ Kid) S(ü)'-O)) du (3)

Introducing for brevity

a* = a/b2 , s* = s/b and o>*= s / b , and o> = (o)1 - oiQ)/b (4)

as ditnensionless variables, and carrying out the integration directly, one ob-

tains:

Ia(u> ) = -2-j [ (ui* + s*) tan" 1 ( *) + (w* - s*> tan" 1 <u>* - s*)

, * -1 * 1 , (l + (o* + s * ) 2 ) ( l + ( u ) * - s * ) 2 ) ,

with a maximum value at ui =0 of

Ia(o)*=O) = " ^ 1 2 s*tan"1 s* - In ( 1 + s*2)] .

To obtain the apparent halfbandwidth one has to solve the equation

Ia(oi*) -i Ia(o)*=0) = 0

(6)

(7)

which is not possible straightforward. However, numerical analysis shows that

for s*-values less than 1, but not necessarily much less than 1, a solution for

eq.(7) can be obtained to better than 1 part in 1000 by putting the logarithmic

term in eq.(5) equal to zero. Thus we have:

from which it follows that

or i n t e rms of a p p a r e n t ha l fbandwid th (Ao> , ) and FWHH (Ao>, )

(9)

^ ^) 2 } . (10)

Eq.(10) is a very simple one and yields excellent values for convolutions of Lo-

rentzian bands with triangular slits.

In order to check whether or not eq.(lO) might be applicable also for cases in

which the slitfunction is not triangular, or in which the actual bandshape is
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not Lorentzian, we collected and calculated data for convolutions of a Lorentz-

ian with a Gaussian slit |s|> and of a Lorentzian measured in transniittance,

both with a triangular slit |6| and a Gaussian (7 f _ All data are presented in

Fig.A.l., where the Ordinate gives the percentage correction that has to be ap-

plied to apparent halfbandwidths as a function of the ratio Am, /s .

Fig.A.l, Correction of Aw, for several convolutions. O » Lorentz-triangular

slit; x , Lorentz-Gaussian slit; + , Lorentz (transniittance)-Gaussian

slit;», Lorentz(transmittance)-triangular slit; drawn curve repre-

sents eg.(10) .

From fig.A.1. we conclude that, keeping in mind the errors inherent in obtaining

apparent halfbandvidths from infrared and Raman spectra, eq. (10) yields, in most

cases, accurate values for the FWHH at slitwidths not exceeding one half of the

apparent half bandwidth.

A.3. Depolarization ratios.

Depolarization ratios, as determined from peak intensities, may be greatly af-
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fected by the slitwidth. This is because the W spectrum (polarization of the

incident laser beam and of the mepeured Raman scattering both perpendicular to

the scattering plane) is largely determined by the isotropic Raman scattering,

whereas the VH spectrum (polarization of the measured Raman scattering in the

scattering plane) is only determined by the anisotropic component. As the aniso-

tropic spectrum is broader than the isotropic spectrum, especially for snail mo-

lecules, its peak intensity is less affected by the slitwidth than that of the

isotropic spectrum. Consequently, the depolarization ratio increases with the

slitwidth. (Of course, when measured as the ratio of integrated intensities,the

depolarization ratio is far less affected by the slitwidth.)

Assuming again a Lorentzian shape for both the W and the VH bands with FWHH of

2b/. and 2hL , respectively, and adopting the dimensionless variables as before,

we can write:

t s*2 2s* tan"1 sf - ln(l + s*2>

s*2 2s* tan"1 sf - l n d + s*2)
(11)

where p and p denote apparent en true depolarization ratio.

01 1 10 100 1000

Fig,A.2. Depolarization ratio as a function of slitwidth.
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It is easily seen that for small slitwidths p becomes equal top , while for

extremely large slits the value of pa/p converges towards bx /b, . Actually this

value is only reached for a hypothetical slitwidth of over 1000 times the half-

bandwidth. The dependence of p /p on s* for several ratios of b± /b. is given in

fig.A.2. . The following conclusions may be drawn from this figure:

1. For values of b^ /b,, near unity no strong dependence can be expected. Thus for

molecules which either reorient slowly or have large isotropic bandwidths

(and of course for depolarized bands) the depolarization ratio will be only

slightly affected, or not at all, by the finite slit. This is, for example,

the case for the 558 era band of C,F, with isotropic and anisotropic widths

of 4.8 cm and 6.4 cm , respectively |8,9|.

2. In practice a very strong dependence will occur only if the isotropic band is

extremely narrow and the reorientation is fast, thus resulting in a high

bx/b,y ratio. This can best be illustrated by the 656 cm band of CS2, of

which the isotropic and anisotropic widths are reported [81 to be 1.0 cm and

8.0 cm , respectively. The depolarization ratio of this band will depend on

slitwidth as indicated by the curve for bi /b„ =8.0 in fig.A.2. . It is exact-

ly this strong dependence which Fini and Hirone |9| were unable to explain.

Finally, it should be noted that for this type of band, extrapolation to zero

slitwidth |9| may lead to incorrect results for p . This is demonstrated by

the inset in fig.A.2. in which a small portion of the curve for bx /b, =8 is

represented on a linear s* -scale .
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SAMENVATTING

In dit proefschrift wordt een onderzoek beschreven naar de oorzaken van bandver-

breding in infraroodspektra, met het oog op het gebruiken van deze informatie

om de toepasbaarheid van infraroodspektroskopie in de analytische chemie te ver-

groten.

In hoofdstuk II wordt een overzicht gegeven van de ontwikkeling van de theorie

met betrekking tot bandvormen. De bandverbreding ontstaat tengevolge van een

aantal relaxatieprocessen die onderscheiden worden in reorientatie- en vibratie-

relaxatie (populatie-, resonantie- en fase-relaxatie). Deze processen worden in

het tijdsdomein beschreven met behulp van corr ela tief unkties. Dit zijn de Fou-

rier getransformeerden van de spectrale bandvormen die bij elk van de relaxatie-

processen horen. Tevens wordt een korte beschrijving gegeven van experimentele

methoden (infrarood- en Raman-spektroskopie, isotopen verdunning, en ultrasnelle

Spektroskopie met behulp van picoseconde laserpulsen) waarmee de bijdragen van

de verschillende relaxatieprocessen tot de totale bandvorm bepaald kunnen

worden.

In hoofdstuk III wordt voor een serie methylverbindingen waarvan de lengte van

de methyl C,-as geleidelijk toeneemt, de grootte van de reorientatie bijdrage

aan de breedte van de symmetrische methyl rekvibratie bestudeerd. Het blijkt dat

voor kleine molekulen de reorientatiesnelheid omgekeerd evenredig is met het

(grootste) hoofdtraagheidsmoment van de lange molekuulas, terwijl voor grote

molekulen de reorientatiesnelheid door de viscositeit van het oplosmiddel (CC1.)

begrensd wordt.

In de hoofdstukken IV tot en met VI wordt faserelaxatie nader bestudeerd. Dit

proces wordt veroorzaakt door de fluktuaties in de intermolekulaire wisselwer-

kingen. Eerst wordt m.b.v. storingsrekening een formule afgeleid die aangeeft

hoe een intermolekulaire potentiaal de overgangsvibratiefrekwentie van een an-

harmonische (Horse) oscillator beïnvloedt. Vervolgens wordt (hoofdstuk IV) voor

een aantal tweeatomige raolekulen in inerte oplosmiddelen de totale bandvorm be-

rekend. In hoofdstuk V worden berekeningen uitgevoerd aan de OH rekvibratie in

methanol, t-butanol en adamantanol-1 in oplossing in CC1 . Het centrale limiet

theorema dat een puur Gaussische statische frekwentie verdeling voorspelt,

blijkt niet te gelden vanwege de lokale molekulaire struktuur van het oplosmid-
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del. Met een gemodificeerd vloeistofmodel blijkt de trend in de frekwentiever-

schuiving die bij de overgang van gasfase naar oplossing optreedt, goed weerge-

geven te kunnen worden« alsmede de experimenteel bepaalde tweede bandmomenten.

De berekende halfwaardebreedtes van de banden zijn echter wat te groot.

In hoofdstuk VI worden berekeningen en experimentele gegevens gerapporteerd aan

de eindstandige CH rek van acetyleenverbindingen, en aan de symmetrische methyl

rekvibratie in de molekulen uit hoofdstuk III, zoals bv. hexadiyn-2,4, waarbij

rekening gehouden wordt met de snelle interne rotatie van de methylgroep. Voor

de beide vibraties worden zowel de breedtes als de tweede bandroomenten door de

berekeningen redelijk goed gereproduceerd.

Tenslotte wordt in hoofstuk VII een beeld gegeven van de toepassingsmogelijk-

heden van bandvormtheorie in de analytische chemie. Alleen in een aantal gun-

stige gevallen blijken bandvormen informatie over de molekulaire struktuur te

kunnen leveren.

Als Appendix A is een korte beschouwing bijgevoegd over de invloed van de

spleetbreedte in spectrofotometers op de halfwaardebreedte van spectrale banden,

en op de depolarisatieverhouding en Raman spectra.
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